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To all of the employees of Wallace Engraving, 1932-1994
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts. You made our story possible.
and to
"The best family"
Past
Present
And especially
Future

Horace Wallace Sr. and Horace Wallace Jr. (Sonny) in the 1960s.
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Horace Wallace (center) with camera circa 1930.
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Chapter 1
The Early Years

A crowd gathers to watch the first brick pavement being laid on Congress Avenue
in 1905, just months before Horace Wallace Sr. was born. Austin History Center.

The year was 1932. Year of bank failures—year of 28% unemployment. The year the U.S. Army turned tear gas on desperate
veterans protesting in Washington, D.C. It was hardly an auspicious time to start a business, much less for a gambler’s son with
$15.75 in the bank. But then again, Horace Wallace never did pay much attention to doubters.
At 26 years of age, Horace had already struck out as a commercial engraver turned entrepreneur. Of the messy entanglements
with partners and clients, he summed it up tersely: “Couldn’t make a go of it.” Some men might have been discouraged. But
with a pretty little wife and two children depending on him, he found a spot on Austin’s East 9th Street, across the street from a
down-at-the-heels opera house turned Knights of Columbus Hall, and hung out his shingle as “Wallace Engraving.”
In time, Wallace Engraving would rise as a family business with a national and even international reputation for excellence,
innovation, and involvement with some of the leading lights of Texas art and letters of the 20th century. But in those early days,
Horace’s ambitions probably didn’t extend much further than trying to make a living. In Austin during those desperate years,
that was test enough of a man’s character and determination.
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There was always something a little different about Austin. Long

But there was a shadow in the dreams that brought Sam and Bertie

before “Keep Austin Weird” became a marketing slogan, Austin was

together, and in the dreams of Austin itself. The dam’s poor

home to a live-and-let-live way of life that persisted in the face of

construction and unreliability threatened the city’s plans to attract

depression, war, and relentless change. Back in the “Gay Nineties,”

industry with hydroelectric power. What to do about the dam

when Horace’s parents met, courted, and married, the frontier capital

became the city’s major political issue—but Mother Nature had

was coming into its own. Just three buildings loomed large enough to

plans of her own. On April 5 and 6, 1900, a massive rain bomb of the

dominate the townscape: the University of Texas Main Building

kind all too familiar to Central Texans dumped 17 inches of rain on

(1883); the Driskill Hotel (1886); and—grandest of all—the colossal

Austin in less than 48 hours. The following day, in spite of feverish

pink granite Texas State Capitol (1888). But the town fathers had big

efforts by city workmen, the dam collapsed and unleashed a 50-foot

plans.

wall of water that instantly destroyed the city’s powerhouse and

In 1893, construction was completed of an enormous dam across the

waterworks and killed 18 workers and spectators.

Colorado River, just below Mount Bonnell (near the site of the

The ensuing catastrophe was three times the size of the legendary

present-day Tom Miller Dam). It’s not hard to imagine Robert Samuel

1981 Memorial Day flood. Scores of residences and hundreds of

Wallace—a carpenter from La Grange—taking Lydia “Bertie” Seeders

head of livestock were washed away. Hundreds of people were left

on a buggy ride to scenic Lake McDonald, the dam’s reservoir. Just

homeless and the city was without a reliable source of power or

sixteen years old, Bertie was a country girl who grew up on Miller

water. Perhaps worst of all, Austin was still indebted for almost the

Creek in Blanco County, in a time when the Hill Country was almost

entire construction cost of the dam itself. It was 20 years digging out

unimaginably isolated from the rest of the world.

of the mess.

Little is known of the courtship of Sam and Bertie, how they met or

From his earliest memories, Horace Wallace had become well

what brought them together. It's tempting to wonder if the young

acquainted with the concept of digging out of a mess. By the time

couple caught the new electric streetcar to Hyde Park to see the horse

Horace was born on July 31, 1906, Sam and Bertie already had three

races or visit the art scene thriving under the direction of famed

daughters, named Roberta, Mary, and Clara Belle. Young Horace

sculptress Elisabet Ney. They may have joined the crowds lining the

was probably named for Horace Shelton, a family friend who at that

bleachers of Clark Field, at the corner of 24th and Speedway, to cheer

time was a political reporter for the Texas Monthly Review and

on the Longhorn football team. Maybe they even shared a kiss beneath

State Topics. (Shelton later became a well-known Austin attorney.)

the iconic Moonlight Towers that had chased away the night. Like all
young couples, they probably saw a limitless future. In 1894 they were
married.
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He was tough enough. When he worked, he turned his hand to
debt collecting as well as carpentry. The family was still at Oak

In the year 1906

Hill when Horace was joined by another sister, Jessie Ruth, but
by the time he was four the family had moved to San Antonio.
The trouble, baby brother Edgar was later to recall, was the law

President: Theodore Roosevelt

Major news story: The San Francisco earthquake

—Sam was "on the lam."

People were crazy about: boxing; Gilbert & Sullivan

imposed a yearly poll tax of $1.50 (about $40 in 2016 dollars) as

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Top of the pops: Enrico Caruso

The issue was the poll tax. In 1901, the Texas legislature had

Austin population: 25,299

a requirement for voting. This move had two aims: to squelch
the populist insurrection of poor white farmers in the
Democratic party, and to suppress the vote among African
Americans who supported the Republican party. After the poll
tax was imposed, white turnout dropped from 80% to 50%, and
black turnout dropped to just 15%. The poll tax was cumulative

The Wallace family lived southwest of Austin in Oatmanville

—with every year that went by unpaid, it mounted up. For

(today's Oak Hill), a rugged community of quarrymen and

example, if a man did not vote for 5 years, he owed $7.50 in poll

cedar choppers. They made their home on the old

tax—an almost insupportable burden for a poor man in an era in

Fredericksburg Road, at that time just a rocky, unpaved road

which most farm families earned less than $100 a year in cash.

cut through the trees and brush. Traveling to and from Austin

Poll tax fraud was rampant. More than 100 years later, it is

took most of a day, which usually meant an overnight stay for

difficult to discern exactly what Sam was accused of, but it was a

Sam, then working as a nurseryman growing pecan trees and

common scheme for political operatives to buy up poll tax

as a traveling salesman of lightning rods. The marriage was

receipts and then pass them out to their supporters on election

not a happy one—for the truth was that Sam preferred

day with an extra dollar or two to vote the "right way." As a

gambling to hard work. His children would remember that he

collector, Sam may have been involved in such an operation.

rode a horse named Ginger and wore pristine white gloves to

In any case, the family remained "on the lam" until 1918, when

play cards. He expected Bertie to keep them clean.

they returned to Austin and moved in to a little house at 77
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Rainey Street (the house still stands today as a hipster bar). Sam
worked as a debt collector for W.T. Farley, a clothing store
known for letting people buy on credit. But it seems Bertie had
grown weary of the drama. In 1921, she divorced Sam. Son
Edgar recalled later that his father was quite the Austin
character. He worked with the Shelton family transporting

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

bootleg whiskey out of stills located near Bull Creek and Bee

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Cave—hiring a local boy to drive him since he never transitioned
from the horse and buggy.
Bertie's older daughters may have been married by this time,
but she still had herself and three children to support. As the
family remembers, she took in laundry for the "rich girls" at the
university, especially the luxurious new Scottish Rite Dormitory
on 27th Street. To collect the washing, Bertie walked all the way
from Rainey Street carrying two empty suitcases and lugged the
clothing back home, where she dry-cleaned it using raw "white
gasoline," also called naptha. She then toted it all back again to
return to the girls. It was a distance of almost four miles each
way, but Bertie wouldn't spend the money on streetcar fare.
In the 1920s, sending a son or daughter to high school was still
the mark of a comfortable lifestyle. It was a privilege that Bertie
and her children couldn't afford. Horace had already worked
milking cows, but in 1922, at the age of 16, he got his first “real”
job, as a delivery boy for Capital Engraving, located on the
second floor at 901 Congress Avenue (the building was
demolished in 2014). Nikolas Ankenman, a German Texan, and
Horace Wallace in 1915.
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Horace needed to master the complex chemical and
electrical process for making both zinc etchings and copper
halftones for all commercial illustration purposes—both
photography and art. His son later recalled that he had
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“hands like a surgeon” for the precise, demanding work.
He was also in love. Also 18, Hazel Brown was an
opinionated and witty redhead, the sixth of seven children

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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77 Rainey Street (2016 photo).

of John Elbert Brown and Rachel Pittman, who had
emigrated to Texas in the 1890s from Morgan County,

son Otto had founded Capital as the first photoengraving

Tennessee. The people of Morgan County are noted for their

shop in Austin, and had already been serving the city’s

fierce and complex personalities, and Hazel was no

printers with zinc etching, halftones, and lithography for

exception. She was born April 12, 1906, in a tiny railroad

some 40 years. Demand was high. At that time there were

town called Tolar, just south of Granbury. The Browns were

two daily newspapers in Austin – the American and the

living in a “dugout” (sometimes called a sod home), which

Evening Statesman – as well as the university student

consisted of a cabin dug partially into the earth and covered

newspaper the Daily Texan, weekly and monthly

with a tent.

magazines, and commercial business such as catalogs.

In the course of Hazel’s childhood, the Browns moved to

Capital handled them all quickly and at an economy-

Hamlin, another small railroad town west of Abilene, then to

minded price.

a three-acre farm in the town of Peacock in Stonewall

Thus began the next chapter in Horace's life.

County. She was later to remember her excitement at the age
of four at being joined by her baby sister Corinne, even

He took to it like a house afire. The popular image of

“buying” the baby from her parents at the cost of a hard-

1920s “flaming youth” remains flappers, the Charleston,

saved nickel. Hazel attended a one-room schoolhouse. The

and bathtub gin, but Horace was already shouldering the

Browns raised turkeys and chickens, pigs and cows, horses

responsibilities of a grown man. By the time he was 18, he

and mules, and raised “every kind of vegetable you can

was working full-time for Otto Ankenman, learning the

imagine, and something called pie melons, which we fed to

art and craft of photoengraving. There was much to learn.

the hogs.” Things got easier for the Browns when John
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Hazel Brown Wallace. Painting based on a 1925 photograph by Virginia Robbins
Wallace, her future daughter-in-law.

became a “Watkins man.” Then familiar figures in American life,
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Watkins men were door-to-door salesmen of spices, baking
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extracts, and home remedies such as liniment. Hazel helped out
around the house gathering eggs, hauling water (which she
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hated), and sewing. John did so well that he was able to buy the
family an organ. In those days before mass entertainment,
people made their own fun. Hazel loved to play the organ and
sing, go square dancing, and play basketball wearing “big

George Brown and his family. She remembered that “I kept

bloomers.”

hearing about this wonderful boy named Horace Wallace. I

When Hazel was 12—about the time Sam Wallace went “on the

began to think the other guys were stringing me along as I never

lam”—John Brown went a little crazy himself. Eager to see the

saw him anywhere.” That was soon to change. The young couple

pioneer country of New Mexico, where Hazel’s older brothers

seems to have bonded intensely almost at first sight. Horace was

had settled, John rigged up a covered wagon and headed west.

doing well enough with Capital Engraving to have purchased a

Camping out every night and cooking over an open fire seemed

Ford. They double-dated with Hazel’s cousin Selma and his

an awfully grand adventure until the family was caught in a

girlfriend Ethel, and sang and taught Sunday School together at

violent West Texas windstorm. As Hazel remembered, they were

East Avenue Baptist Church. (Located near the intersection of

overtaken with “fear and devastation” as rain and hail

today’s Interstate 35 and Cesar Chavez, the church building was

pummeled the wagon and high winds tumbled the wagon some

to become a Chicano center and the site of the famous “Los

200 feet from their campsite—with them in it! In New Mexico,

Elementos” mural before being demolished in 1983; today an

they found brothers Roscoe, Red, and their families struggling

IHOP restaurant stands on the site.)

with drought and hard times; on the way back to Peacock, dogs

It was a wonderful time to be young in Austin. By the 1920s,

stole all of their meat and they had to subsist on rabbits. School

Austin was only the 10th largest city in Texas, trailing far behind

seemed a bit boring after such a summer.

places like Amarillo, Beaumont, and Galveston. Most streets

Bright and motivated, Hazel came to Austin to attend high

were still unpaved, and only 60% of the city’s homes were

school and then start business classes, living with her uncle

hooked up to the sewer system. But to a West Texas girl it was a
8

wonderland. “Though I had never seen an airplane, or revolving
doors on a building, electric appliances, a typewriter, and
dozens of other things we take for granted now, I knew with a
sense of urgency that we would have much more to comprehend
and put to use than our fathers.” She might have written the C:
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“Onward Austin.”
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In 1925, when Hazel left to go visit her family, Horace wrote to

In the year 1926

President: Calvin Coolidge

Major news story: Chicago gang wars; Ford's 40-hour work week
Top of the pops: Paul Whiteman & His Orchestra

At the movies: Buster Keaton, Greta Garbo, Rudolph Valentino
People were crazy about: Harry Houdini

her with a surprise. He was saving the money to buy a lot and

Austin population: 42,174

build a home for them at 506 East 39th Street in Hyde Park (the

work. She remembered, “I simply had to marry Horace to ever

house still stands). He included the plans for his two-bedroom

get to see him or be with him.” Six days a week, Horace took a

dream home, complete with a real brick fireplace. He wrote,

break for dinner, then returned to the shop to work until 9 or

“You can’t imagine what a swell feeling it is to go out and look at

9:30 at night.

the house and feature you and I living in a brand new house. All

Hazel continued in business school and loved cooking and

by ourselves, not afraid anyone is looking at us. … I know that

keeping house. She learned from Bertie Wallace how to make

you and I have been tempted almost to the limit but God just

strawberry and fig preserves; neither fruit existed in West

takes care of His children.” He also sent her “lots of real pure

Texas. On Sundays, the young couple always had friends and

genteel sweet heart love.”

family over for supper. From the earliest days, Hazel handled

Determined not to repeat the mistakes of old Sam, Horace never

the money and all the family’s business affairs, while Horace

drank or smoked.. But he couldn’t resist the lure of a hole card

concentrated on business. Within a year they were the proud

—his position as a Sunday School teacher notwithstanding.

parents of a daughter, Mary Ellen, known as “Sissy.”

One night, he was at a poker game in which thugs from Fort

As the family transformed, Austin was transforming too. A 1928

Worth stripped the players of their clothes and made off with

bond issue led to the construction of Zilker Park, the pools at

their money and all their valuables. Was it enough to learn his

Barton Springs and Deep Eddy, Municipal Golf Course, and a

lesson? Not on your life! Horace’s love of poker, perhaps his

public library system. In the meantime, Santa Rita No. 1, the

only vice, would be a source of tension between him and Hazel

first oil well belonging to the University of Texas, had blown in

for the rest of their lives. On January 28, 1926, the two 19-year-

May of 1923. The new riches were transforming the UT campus

olds were married. Horace and Hazel tied the knot on a

into a showplace, including the construction of Memorial

Thursday night; the next morning, Horace got up and went to

Stadium and the gracious malls surrounding “Old Main.” Travis
9

County began work on a new courthouse.

called him Sonny. They kept the stove going all winter to keep

Horace too believed it was time for new work. Together with

him warm. Maybe, Hazel said, that was why he grew up to be

Carroll Williams, a talented commercial artist friend from

such a warm and generous man. One day he would take his

Capital, he struck out on his own with a new venture, Economy

place next to his father in the family business, but at this time

Engraving, located just one block from Capital Engraving at 813

Horace and Hazel had more worries than dreams.

½ Congress Avenue. The businesses seemed to have been

The little house on 39th Street had given way to a more practical

cooperative rather than competitors.

living arrangement at 808 Taylor Street, near Bertie and her

At first a going concern, the business was to spiral out of the

new husband, Burt Bell, an Austin firefighter (the home site was

control of the young owners. It is unclear as to the reason—

obliterated by the construction of Interstate 35). The young

perhaps the stock market crash of 1929—but Capital Engraving

couple loved to cuddle on the sofa with their children and sing

fell on hard times. Horace and Carroll Williams, with an

the new song, "As Long as I Have You." But in spite of their

infusion of help from Louis Goldberg, the business manager of

happiness with their growing family, business was dire. As

the Austin American and the Evening Statesman, took over its

Hazel put it, the partnership with Williams and Goldberg was

equipment and operations. Wallace and Williams were now

turning as sour as a bad marriage.

responsible not only for the business in Austin, but also related

Economy Engraving was consuming everything. Working

concerns in San Antonio and Abilene. The combined companies

countless hours in San Antonio, away from his young family,

incorporated as Economy Engraving in 1930.

without a cent coming in, Horace wrote in 1932 that the

Perhaps even the most experienced old hands could not have

partners were quarreling, facing lawsuits, staving off creditors,

made a go of it, not then. Texas was still a rural state, very much

and “not doing hardly anything” as far as generating enough

reliant on commodities like cotton, cattle, and oil. All were hard-

business to keep going. But as Horace had written, God takes

hit by the Depression. Austin was better off than most. But even

care of his children—sometimes in rather mysterious ways. The

the most optimistic of the town fathers must have been tested

San Antonio plant burned to the ground one night, and with it

by the sight of hundreds of hungry, jobless people lined up on

seems to have ended Horace’s association with the ill-fated

East 7th Street every day to be fed by the soup kitchen organized

Economy Engraving.

by Austin churches. Employees at the state and the University

It was out of the depths of the Great Depression that Horace

of Texas took a 25% pay cut just to keep their jobs.

Wallace pulled himself up with "spit and vinegar" and built the

January 9, 1930 was a cold, cold day. Hazel gave birth to her

foundation for future greatness.
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second child, a son named Horace Samuel Wallace, Jr. They
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The Photoengraving Trade
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Vintage tools of the trade from the Wallace family collection
In the 1920s, when Horace got started in the pre-press engraving

At the same time, the art of printing and engraving illustrations had

trade, the printing press itself had not changed significantly since

also undergone radical change. Carving images on wood blocks for

Gutenberg printed his first Bible some 500 years earlier. However, the

printing is a technique as old as man, but starting in the 1850s, Frank

Industrial Revolution had transformed the technology of the "pre-

Leslie and several other publishers had invented a method for dividing

press" work, making it possible to assemble publications much faster

complex illustrations into small blocks. In this way, a team of several

and at better quality.

dozen engravers could carve in one day a large illustration that

Invented in 1884, the linotype (line o' type) machine enabled

previously took one engraver a month to complete. With their vivid

typesetters to enter text on a keyboard, then create "slugs" of line text

images of Civil War battles and iconic cartoons such as Thomas Nast’s

via molten metal casting. The linotype had a revolutionary impact on

Santa Claus, magazines like Frank Leslie's Illustrated Weekly and

newspapers. Before the linotype, the text of a newspaper had to be

Harper's Weekly became mainstays of American life.

assembled by hand, letter by letter. No newspaper in the world

Far more change was in store. In the 1880s, the invention of high-

published more than an eight-page daily. Now, with only a few

powered electrical generators (known as dynamos) gave rise to untold

operators, a newspaper could assemble many pages and sections every

numbers of industrial applications. Among these was the development

day, simply recycling the slugs as they went along.

of photomechanical printing cylinders, often called plates or dies.
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Now, using a complex chemical process, the engraver
etched cells onto a zinc or copper plate using a lightsensitive material. Deeper, larger cells produced darker
color, while smaller cells were less intense. For color
printing, separate plates were made for each color and
the paper sent through the press multiple times.
In the 1890s, a practical "halftone" process was invented
that enabled photographs to be engraved for mass
reproduction (earlier photographic plates such as
daguerreotypes were too delicate to be sent through a
commercial press). While line drawings and decorative
lettering were still a mainstay of the engraver’s art, the
halftone was a game-changer, leading to explosive growth
in the popularity of newspapers.
In Austin, photoengraving was pioneered by Nikolas
Ankenman, who came to Texas from Dayton, Ohio,
shortly after the Civil War. Ankenman began work out of
a small house on East First Street, eventually expanding
to found the Capital Engraving Company at 901
Congress. By the 1880s he was joined by his son, Otto
Ankenman, who would teach Horace Wallace the trade.
Capital Engraving handled not only photoengraving, zinc
etchings, and copper halftones, but also commercial
photography and art.
The Ankenmans are thought to have produced the first
metal printing plates in Texas, which were used in the
production of The History of Texas by John Henry Brown
(1892). There were no printers in Texas who could print
from the plates, and the work was sent to Dayton to be
completed. Otto Ankenman would later recall the
changes that he witnessed over 40 years in the business:
“It required several days for my father to photograph a
picture on a plate, etch it, and mount the plate for
printing. With modern machinery, engravers are able to
make a cut in a little over an hour’s time.”
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Austin American-Statesman, 1938.

Chapter 2
Through Depression and War

Patriotic Austinites collected aluminium cans even before the U.S. entered World
War II. This chicken wire cage stood in front of the Capitol in the summer of 1941,
six months before Pearl Harbor. Austin History Center.
The Depression showed no signs of slowing as Horace Wallace started over in a modest space at 109 ½ East 9th Street, across from a
rundown opera house and Knights of Columbus Hall. (The Millett Opera House building still stands as the home of the elegant Austin Club;
the former site of Wallace Engraving is covered by an office tower.)
At that time, Austin was ruled by two legendary figures: mayor Tom Miller and city manager Guiton Morgan. Larger than life in every way,
Miller was a produce dealer who was known for working a phone in each hand, trading hides, pecans, and turkeys from Central Texas all
over the country. As mayor, he embraced FDR's New Deal with the fervor of a drowning man who knew a life preserver when he saw one.
Roosevelt's inauguration in 1933 was marked with flags and fireworks in Austin, and Miller saw to it that the River City got its share of New
Deal largesse. Together with Congressman Lyndon B. Johnson, Miller and Morgan would lay the groundwork for explosive growth that even
they could not have foreseen.
13

Horace also played his role in the tumultuous history of the New

In the year 1936

Deal. The Depression had led to a catastrophic loss of
confidence in the banking system. As banks collapsed, people
lost their life savings. When Franklin Roosevelt became

President: Franklin Roosevelt
Major news story: Edward VIII abdicates British throne for
love
Top of the pops: Bing Crosby; Tommy Dorsey
At the movies: Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
People were crazy about: Jesse Owens; The Green Hornet
Austin population: 60,082

president, he closed the banks (a move he called a “bank
holiday” to tamp down the panic). While work went on behind
the scenes to save the banks, the government considered issuing
large amounts of government scrip as an emergency substitute
for actual cash. Horace was among the engravers secretly
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engaged to create lithographic negatives for the scrip. Keeping a
steady hand with Treasury “G-Men” looking over his shoulder
made for a memorable and challenging task! The government
printed $10 million of the scrip but in the end it proved

Army's women's shelter), a new city hall (replaced in 2004), and

unnecessary and was never issued.

a federal courthouse (replaced in 2012).

By 1936, things were better—for Austin and for Wallace

In addition, the University of Texas saw landmark construction

Engraving. More than six million federal dollars had been

that included dormitories, the Texas Memorial Museum, and

pumped into Austin by the New Deal—more than any other city

the Texas Tower, soon to become the iconic symbol of UT.

in Texas. At Zilker Park, federal work programs paid to

Thousands of people found work on these projects and on the

construct the Zilker Clubhouse, the Science and Nature Center,

construction of two massive water projects on the Colorado

the Sunken Garden, and the dam and enlarged swimming area

River, the new Austin Dam (now Tom Miller Dam) and Marshall

at Barton Springs Pool, as well as a shooting range, Boy Scout

Ford Dam (now Mansfield Dam), which created Lake Austin

and Girl Scout huts, and magical spots that have been allowed to

and Lake Travis.

fall to ruin such as the bandstand, Lookout Point, and the

By October 1936, Forbes magazine named Austin one of 10

Mirror Pond.

American cities with "rapidly improving business conditions."

Other New Deals projects in Austin included schools, bridges,

Among those who had gotten back on their feet were Horace

public pools and golf courses, public housing, a wastewater

and Hazel Wallace. The family moved to a lovely brick home at

treatment plant, a garbage incinerator, a new central fire

505 Carolyn, near the Hancock Golf Course (the home still

station, a tuberculosis sanitarium (now home to the Salvation

stands). The young family finally had a little breathing room.
14

Sam Melton, cameraman, places a picture on the copy board. A halftone screen of "dots"
would be placed between the picture and the negative, and the exposure made.

Eugene Brown routs excess metal out of a printing plate. This involved using a bit which
revolved at great speed to cut out any artifacts of the etching process that would interfere
with a good quality print.
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Horace Wallace, Jr. ("Sonny")

I remember in growing up, my dad letting me ride the cow
after milking, taking me hunting, our trips to Rotary
Conventions when he was an officer in the Austin Rotary Club,
trips to fish and play in the sand and the waves at the coast.
Family times … good, basic, honest direction.

Slowly but surely, the little company was starting to see
daylight, thanks to imagination, loyalty, and just plain hard
work. Working conditions were hectic and hours often long. The
little shop was hot in Texas summers and not necessarily warm
in winter, and the space grew crowded with new equipment,
such as the color separator installed in 1938 that allowed for
halftones to be made for the precise reproduction of true color.
This made Wallace Engraving competitive for high-prestige
projects coming out of the University, including an early guide
to the wildflowers of Texas.
There must have been a good spirit at the firm, as many
employees remained with the company as it grew beyond what
they could have imagined. From etching and engraving, to
artists, camera operators, and office staff, Wallace Engraving
was a family organization. There were few secrets between those
who worked so hard to keep the enterprise afloat—just a
willingness to share good times and bad.

Hazel in the 1930s.
16
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Wallace family Christmas card, late 1930s.

The late '30s saw more opportunities for large orders with the
University. Horace had been involved with school annuals ever
since the old Economy Engraving days, when the company
handled the yearbook for Austin High School. Now, Wallace was
engraving the prestigious Cactus yearbook for the University,
working closely with other founding companies of Austin's
growing years, Steck Printing (1912-2001) and the Peralta
photography studio.

It was a time of change for the school annual. As recently as
Horace's own youth, only about eight percent of young people
completed high school. By 1940, some 42% of youths graduated.
The expansion of high school was a by-product of the Great
Depression, which saw the entry-level jobs that once launched
young people into apprenticeships dry up. With high school as a
near-universal experience came the development of America's
youth culture and, as Horace saw it, a great business
opportunity in school annuals, which had become more

17

Horace Wallace, Sr. in 1940.

In the year 1940

President: Franklin Roosevelt

Major news story: Nazi blitzkrieg; Battle of Britain
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Top of the pops: Benny Goodman; Count Basie; Glenn Miller
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At the movies: Disney's Pinocchio and Fantasia

People were crazy about: Bugs Bunny; nylon stockings
Austin population: 87,930

As in most marriages, happy times mixed with sad. Horace was
a gambling man who enjoyed his cards and dominoes, a habit
that caused many arguments and tears. Despite this issue, they
sophisticated in terms of design and the inclusion of candid

shared an unbreakable bond. Hazel would recall that Horace

photos of sports and activities.

entrusted her with managing all the family expenses—not the

Another mainstay for Wallace Engraving came from the political

norm in that pre-“women’s lib” era. Hazel managed the funds

side of the equation. With Austin as the state capital, every two

for the family’s groceries, car payments and other bills, and

years brought office holders and hopeful challengers to the shop

major purchases such as furniture. She also oversaw the rental

needing

property the couple was accumulating and handled all the

engravings

for

pamphlets,

cards,

newspaper

advertisements, and posters.

associated bookkeeping and bills.

In 1940, Horace and Hazel welcomed their third child, Kay

On December 7, 1941, the Japanese attack on faraway Pearl

LaVoyce. Horace had become active in the community as a

Harbor catapulted Austin, along with the rest of the country,

member of the Chamber of Commerce and a director of the

into World War II. The rapid construction of two military bases

Austin Ad Club.

—Bergstrom
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Army

Air

Field

(now

Austin

Bergstrom

International Airport) and Camp Swift near Bastrop (now a

new firm was known as Wallace-Dyke Engraving. The new

Texas National Guard site) brought over 40,000 troops to the

partners bought a large building at 402 San Antonio. This area

area. The influx of so many soldiers brought changes large and

of town was known as "Chili Square" thanks to nearby Austex

small. Mayor Tom Miller lambasted the military authorities as

Chili, which at that time had converted from making canned

"monstrous hypocrites" when they interfered with the city's

chili to churning out military rations for the troops.

long-standing practice of tolerating prostitutes so long as they

(The

"chileria" closed its doors in 1961, though the brand name was

confined their activities to a few blocks of South Congress.

bought and is still used by Frito-Lay.)
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Despite the War Department’s efforts, the arrangement
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With the expansion, Wallace-Dyke became the largest engraving

persisted until the 1990s.

firm in the Southwest. The growth was founded on the yearbook

No one knew how long the war might last or how bad it might

business, from high school annuals to massive college and

get. The city implemented blackouts at night along with an air

university door-stoppers. Wallace-Dyke published not only UT’s

raid warning system, and at Camp Mabry emergency workers

Cactus, but 20 of the largest yearbooks in Texas, including the

and volunteers practiced responding to bombings. The

annuals for Baylor and the University Interscholastic League.

University emphasized classes in engineering and physics and

The new business meant investing in new equipment, including

started new ones in chemical warfare, cryptanalysis, and

an electric etching machine for making fine halftones.

translators' German, as well as hosting the military for officers'
and pilot training.

In the year 1944

The Wallaces pitched in any way they could. Gasoline and tires
were strictly rationed, which meant staying home and making
your supplies last. Sugar, coffee, and shoes were rationed, and

President: Franklin Roosevelt

families participated in drives to collect scrap metal and even

Major news story: Global war; D-Day

save cooking fat to help make glycerin for the war effort.

Top of the pops: Bing Crosby; Judy Garland; Jimmy Dorsey

By this time, the family had moved again, to 3508 Windsor

On the bestseller list: A Tree Grows in Brooklyn by Betty Smith

Road (the house still stands). The business was transforming

At the movies: Meet Me In St. Louis; Going My Way; Double

too. In 1944, Horace became partners with Burt Dyke, a long-

Indemnity

time client as director of Texas Student Publications at UT. The

People were crazy about: pinup girls; war movies
Austin population: 101,289
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The future looked promising. After the end of the war in 1945,
Austin was flooded with veterans eager to attend college on the
GI Bill. The following year, Austinites voted their largest bond
package in history to fund a ten-year development plan that
included the Interregional Highway (now Interstate 35), the
Holly Street Power Plant (decommissioned in 2007), and
Longhorn Dam, which created Town Lake (renamed Lady Bird
Lake in 2007).
Horace Wallace was doing what he always did—working hard.
Hazel later recalled, "He loved the company and it was like
another child for him. In fact all of us loved the company and
employees. … The company always came first. Not even grocery
money at times. It brought out the best in each one of us."
That was a good thing. For there were dark clouds on the
horizon.

Horace examines a finished proof.
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The Wallace Family in 1951: Horace Sr., Hazel, Mary Ellen, Sonny, and Kay.
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Chapter 3
Wallace & Son

The Austin skyline in 1949. View from the warehouse district, near the location of
Wallace Engraving. Austin History Center.

In taking on the yearbook business with Burt Dyke, Horace had been true to his gambler's soul. He had rolled the dice heavily on the
business expansion, the building on Chili Square, the latest photolithography equipment. In 1948, no matter what his private worries, he
still remained outwardly buoyant. His son Horace Jr., known as Sonny, was turning 18 and about to enroll at Baylor University.
Somewhat grandly, Horace presented him with stock in Wallace Engraving:
Dear Son: The issuance of this stock to you, and your acceptance of the same places you in an enviable position in our corporation,
and automatically places you in line for a position of responsibility and authority … The value of this stock in future years will depend
to a great extent upon your own personal efforts in the prosecution of your responsibilities as they come to you.
As it turned out, that position of responsibility would sweep into Sonny's life sooner than anticipated. As for the "nice cash dividends"
his father forecast—they would take just a bit longer.
23
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1110 Blanco Street.

3508 Windsor Road.

The truth was that, behind the scenes, Wallace Engraving was

Horace and Hazel took steps to control the bleeding. They sold

collapsing into a shambles of debt. The partnership with Dyke

their rental properties and the home on Windsor Road, and

came to an end. As Hazel later wrote, "We were foolish to get

moved to 1110 Blanco in the Castle Hill neighborhood. The old

into the lithograph business. We lost some $100,000 which we

Victorian home, constructed in 1877 by the German immigrant

had to pay to keep our doors open." Though more philosophical,

Ziller family and much modified, would be their home for the

Sonny reached the same conclusion: "To this day, I don't know

rest of their lives. It was rumored that the pressed tin ceilings

if Dad expanded the business to possibly lead me into the next

and the flagstones in the front yard had been salvaged from the

generation of technology or other reasons, but the bottom line

ruins of the second Texas Capitol building, destroyed by fire in

was that it was a real disaster."

1881. (As the "Ziller Wallace House," the home was declared a

Horace was caught up in a situation he had made but could not

Texas Historic Landmark in 2001 as a surviving example both

longer control. His debt was mounting, close to a million dollars

of Eastlake architecture and of an Austin family home of the

in today's money. His friends ("fewer now than when he was

19th century. It is privately owned.)

successful," Sonny noted wryly) urged him to declare

The following year, troubles gathered on every side. Hazel's 84-

bankruptcy.

year-old mother, Liffie, was in declining health. Liffie had lived
24
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The Wallace Engraving crew, 1947.

on Baylor Street, near Horace and Hazel, since 1935. Eventually,

among ten people injured when a gas leak blew apart a small

she lived with them on Windsor Road before moving into a

barbecue joint at 521 West Sixth Street during the dinner hour

nursing home on Bellvue Avenue near present-day 45th and

(a surface parking lot occupies the site today). Fortunately, no

Lamar. (Liffie died in 1953.)

one was killed. Hazel herself was only 43 but had begun to be

Hazel's nephew Eugene Brown and a man named Marvin

troubled with back issues that would plague her the rest of her

Roberts, both of whom worked for Wallace Engraving, were

life.
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with "adult ways." He learned responsibility early in life, first
with chores around the house, then running errands and
working with his father to begin learning the business.
Sonny came of age in a world with a moral order. Hazel and
Horace ruled with love, but there was never any question about
who was in charge at the Wallace home. The children were
expected to live by the rules, respect authority, and do their
school work and chores without grumbling. On the rare
occasions when Sonny forgot what was expected, correction
came swiftly in the form of a Wallace Engraving ruler!
Cynical attitudes, like computers and cell phones, belonged to a
Rescuers rush to the scene of the BBQ joint explosion, January 1948.
Austin History Center.

distant future no one could have imagined. Humble but selfconfident, the young man was firmly anchored by bedrock
beliefs: namely, that family loyalty, integrity, and a reputation

At times even groceries were in short supply. Horace was filled

for honesty meant more than money or social position. It was a

with foreboding he could not fully express. He worried about the

world where parents sacrificed for their children, and children

future and whether he would have anything to leave to his

strove to repay the gift. When trouble arrived, Hazel had

children. In the form of a handwritten will, he wrote that in the

instilled the habit of rallying the family in prayer. Later, she

event of his own death, he wanted Sonny to take over the

recalled with deep satisfaction that she and her children could

business and share with his sisters, 22-year-old Sissy and 9-

"pray the house down."

year-old Kay.

It was time to pray the house down now.

Though only 19, Sonny had already grown into the kind of man
people naturally turned to when the going got tough. As his
mother remembered it, Sonny had always been a serious child
26

In the year 1949

President: Harry Truman

Major news story: Berlin Airlift; China goes Communist
Top of the pops: Perry Como; Frankie Laine

At the movies: 12 O'Clock High; In the Good Old Summertime

Interstate 35, in all its might and brutality, replaced the country

People were crazy about: big cars; soap operas
Austin population: 132,459

road and placed Austin squarely on one of the major North-

The struggles and dreams of Horace Wallace had always

As Horace Wallace spent sleepless nights wondering how he was

mirrored those of his hometown. In 1949, Austin was still

going to get out of his terrible jam, the Austin Economic

scheming to become a big, important city. But in the eyes of

Development Foundation (later absorbed by the Chamber of

most post-war observers, the pleasant little university and

Commerce) had begun work to expand the city's economic base.

government town seemed unlikely to fulfill such lofty ambitions.

From the beginning, they focused on research and development

Absent a navigable river, bypassed as a major railroad hub, and

labs and high tech. Their early prizes included the conversion of

repeatedly devastated by floods, Austin had never controlled its

the wartime magnesium plant to a research center for the

own destiny. The capital still lagged in size and economic power

University (today's J.J. Pickle Research Campus), and the

behind other "second tier" Texas cities like El Paso, Corpus

Jefferson Chemical Company. (Later known as the Huntsman

Christi, Galveston, Beaumont, and Waco.

Corporation, the company operated at North Lamar and Airport

But long-term forces were in motion. On the Colorado River, the

Boulevard for over 50 years. Today Crestview Station, a large

Highland Lakes chain of dams was near completion. The dams

mixed-use development, occupies the site.)

brought the steady water supply, power, and flood control

For Horace, a turning point may have come with the death of

necessary for economic development in Central Texas. In 1946,

long-time employee and company vice-president Stewart

the City of Austin purchased the right of way on both sides of

Harkrider. It was then that Sonny left his studies at Baylor and

East Avenue, a residential artery that rambled through town,

returned home to help save Wallace Engraving. There was never

and gave it over for a massive highway project known as the

any doubt that the family would fight to preserve the business

"Interregional." Constructed over the next 15 years, the future

and pay off the creditors.
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South corridors in the United States.
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Horace Wallace Jr. ("Sonny")
[Dad's] position was that the money he borrowed was due to his good name, and
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he did not want to abandon his commitment to repay the money he owed. So he
got out of the printing business, put on his photo-engraving apron, and went back
to work instead of trying to be a "business man." And lo and behold he repaid
every penny to everyone he owed any money. For me that was a great story of
integrity.

Young Sonny was something of a package deal. He had known

weeks after her birth, Clyde lost his life to a burst appendix.

Virginia Ellen Robbins since the two of them met at Allan

The calamity tore the little family apart. To earn the means to

Junior High School (located at 9th and Trinity, the school

support her children, Mamie studied to be a dental assistant.

burned down in a massive blaze in 1956; the site is occupied

Dick and Curtis went to the Masonic Home, a hard-luck,

today by the First Baptist Church). Virginia was pretty and

hardscrabble orphanage in Fort Worth, where they would live

smart, but she was more than that. Virginia worked a summer

for the rest of their childhood. At the age of five, Virginia joined

job in 1948 at Wallace Engraving, and Sonny was coming to

them. (Jim Dent's book Twelve Mighty Orphans tells the story

realize that the girl was something special. Virginia Robbins was

of the home and its unlikely success on the football field. The

the "still water that runs deep."

home was closed in 2005 and the site in southeast Fort Worth is

Virginia had never had it easy. Her parents, Mamie Jewel

under massive redevelopment.)

Giddens and Clyde Robbins, had married in 1919 in Liberty Hill,

Mamie completed her studies. According to family stories, she

a tiny village that supported the nearby ranches and cotton

worked for a dentist in the 16-story Norwood Tower, the

farms of Williamson County. The couple's oldest son, Dick, was

spectacular 1929 "wedding cake" office tower that stood as the

born the following year. Dick suffered from painful foot

tallest building in Austin for some 40 years. She may have lived

deformities that forced him to undergo surgery at the age of six.

with a couple by the name of Champion. (Located at 114 West

Dick was joined first by brother Curtis, then Virginia on October

7th Street, the Norwood Tower is still one of the prestige

9, 1929. The baby girl would never know her father. Just two

addresses for office space in downtown Austin. It is owned by
the Lyndon Baines Johnson family.)
28
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Mamie, Virginia, and Bennie,
circa 1942.

the Scottish Rite Hospital for Crippled Children in Dallas for
treatment.
She spent a month there, two hours a day exercising on
crutches, and the rest of her time in traction. Her leg healed and
she went on to become a proud member of the Austin High Red
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Jackets drill team. During the war, Mamie worked in the
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cafeteria of the magnesium plant north of town that would
become the Pickle Research Campus. Virginia remembered that
a bus came and picked up her mother and other employees and
took them “a long way out of town.”
Despite the many difficulties, Virginia's memories of her
growing up years were warm, fond ones. She especially loved
In 1937, Mamie married Bennie Morgan, a city bus driver

the summer campouts near the low water bridge below Marshall

and son of an Austin farmer. Mamie was now earning $20 a

Ford (Mansfield) Dam. She, Mamie and Daddy Bennie would

week (about $325 in today's money), plus an additional $5 a

join their good friends, the Griffin family, for swimming, fishing,

month renting out a meat market in Leander that had

and big breakfasts of eggs, bacon, and ham fried up in a cast

belonged to Clyde and his father. The new stability enabled

iron skillet. Even after her marriage, Virginia loved to fish at

her to get her little girl back, and the new little family settled

Tom Miller Dam with Bennie and Sonny. Later, she would

down at 1519 West 5th Street (a luxury condo complex now

continue the tradition with her own children at Lake Buchanan

covers the site).

and Inks Lake.

In 1940, when Virginia was eleven, she began to have painful

After her summer job at Wallace Engraving, Virginia began her

attacks on her legs and tailbone that would keep her limping

first "real" job in 1949 at the Lower Colorado River Authority.

and in pain every few weeks. Doctors believed that

She worked in the purchasing office, where she and another girl

inadequate blood flow to the ball-and-socket joint of the hip

were engaged in writing to companies to bid on the construction

had left the joint vulnerable to infection. The problems

of two dams, Wirtz (Lake Granite Shoals, later Lake LBJ) and

continued to worsen until, in 1942, Virginia had to be sent to

Starcke (Lake Marble Falls). The contracts involved everything
29
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Virginia leads the way with the Austin High Red Jackets, 1947.

from huge turbines to toilet paper. It was a lot of fun reading the

work clothes with something red. No matter – the couple spread

bid orders to each other for possible mistakes, laughing at the

a blanket on the 10th fairway of Municipal Golf Course (Lions)

many technical terms that had no meaning to the teenagers.

and talked about getting married. It seemed like a very good

Sonny threw himself into helping Horace save Wallace

idea.

Engraving, working long hours for very little pay. But somehow,

Just six weeks later, on July 6, 1950, Sonny Wallace and

he and Virginia found time to see each other. On May 24, 1950,

Virginia Robbins were married. Horace tried to pass on a few

Virginia served as a bridesmaid for her friend Coco Robertson.

words of advice: "Please, dear boy, learn from some of my

After the wedding, Sonny came to pick her up wearing pink

mistakes." Still only 20 years old, Sonny already had the wisdom

overalls. It seemed that Eula, the laundry lady who worked out

to reply, "Dad, I expect to make enough of my very own."

of her home in Clarksville, had accidentally washed his white

Sonny and Virginia had scarcely finished paying off their
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wedding rings when, nine months and twenty days later, they

Sonny's feelings of obligation to the family business were

welcomed their first child, Sunny Gayle. At Wallace Engraving,

powerful. He didn't feel right drawing a full salary for his efforts,

Horace and Sonny reduced the size of the business back to the

so instead he began his own business after hours. "Sonny

traditional photoengraving work they knew best. They sold the

Wallace Offset Negatives and Printing Plates" expanded Sonny's

ill-fated building on San Antonio Street and moved to a much

knowledge from the traditional engraving practiced by Horace

smaller space at 207 ½ West 6th Street (today the site is a small

to the wave of the future. In offset printing, the images are

landscaped area in the UT System complex, which is being

transferred from plates to rubber blankets, enabling clean,

redeveloped).

sharp images at a reduced cost. While offset printing had existed

With time, all the debts were repaid. In 1953, after years of

for several decades, the 1950s saw technological improvements

renting, Sonny and Virginia were able to put down the money

in plates, inks, and paper that increased its popularity in the

on a home of their own at 1218 Hillside in South Austin (the

printing trade. The small business provided his growing family

house still stands). They also welcomed their second daughter,

with much-needed income, but it also meant Sonny's long

Jennifer.

working hours had gotten even longer.
No sooner did the Wallaces have a little breathing room than

In the year 1953

trouble came calling in the form of the Internal Revenue
Service. In those days, business owners could deliver their
quarterly tax payments to a window at the IRS office. Horace

President: Dwight Eisenhower

was accused of entering into a scheme with one of the window

Major news story: Korean War ends

employees to avoid late penalties. Hazel wrote, "Our only son,

Top of the pops: Dean Martin; Perry Como

Sonny Wallace, went to the back of the shop on West 6th and

At the movies: Shane; Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

advised his father not to sign the paper which the dear IRS had

People were crazy about: television; transistor radios

hatched."

Austin population: 159,502
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Taking care of business: Sonny and Horace Sr. hit
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the streets of downtown Austin.
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among the staff was one of the most noteworthy aspects of
working for Wallace Engraving. Even though Austin was
growing, with the establishment of the Texas Research
Associates Corporation (Tracor) and White Instruments, the
people of Austin were still essentially small-town folks aware of
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their own interdependence. Everyone had to pull together, in
good times and bad.
In the summer of 1955, the family said goodbye to Horace’s
father, rascally old Sam Wallace, who had spent his later years
playing dominoes at the old Dixie Bar at First and Congress
(office towers stand on the site today). Sam died of kidney
disease. As his son Edgar remembered, Sam had lost the respect
of his family for the way he treated Bertie, but he was hard not

As it turned out, the IRS was looking for reasons to fire the

to like just the same. In a sad coincidence, just two weeks after

employee. Hazel described what happened next: "Two smart

Sam's passing, Fred Siegler—Bertie's third husband—also

Jackasses from IRS in Dallas came into our shop and examined

passed away.

all records [for five days], so beautifully kept by our bookkeeper

It was a time for closing chapters of the past and beginning to

and CPA [long-time bookkeeper Stella Nolen] and could not

write new ones. That same summer, Sonny and Virginia

find one tiny little thing. … They were mad-mad when they left

welcomed a third daughter, Terry. In 1956, Sonny, Virginia, and

and we never saw them again."

their little girls moved to a brand-new home at 3000 Oakhaven,

As the 1950s unfolded, normalcy returned to Wallace

in the Barton Hills neighborhood (the house still stands). Two

Engraving. Horace, Sonny, and the staff worked constantly to

years later, Wallace Engraving went on the move again,

refine and modernize the equipment and process, while the

upgrading to a larger space at 407 Lavaca. The new building had

employees advanced in education, training, and experience. As

6500 square feet, a warehouse, a loading dock, and customer

the IRS incident dramatized, mutual appreciation and goodwill

parking. It felt awfully good to see the family business successful
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Stella Nolen saved the day more than once at Wallace
Engraving. She embodied the loyal can-do spirit of the
many employees who joined the Wallace family in making
the company their life's work.
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and thriving again. A decade of hard work and sacrifice had paid
off. (The building still stands and currently houses a bar and
sandwich shop.)
The business was branching out, too. In addition to the
engraving and mat services it had always provided, Wallace
Engraving now offered plaques for presentations and awards.
This was another innovation made affordable by technological
advances. Previously, plaques and awards were out of reach for
the average company or organization because they were made of
bronze and required several hours to etch. Now, anodized (presensitized) aluminum allowed "permanency as well as beauty,"
as Wallace Engraving advertised it. At the same time, a
revolutionary new etching technique known as the Dow process
cut out the difficult and time-consuming process of powdering
the plates with acid-resistant powder. As a result, plaques could
be made in a mere 15 minutes. Eventually, powderless etching
would prove to be one of the developments that transformed
engraving from an art to a technical science.
Wallace Engraving was ready to stand again on Horace's own
two feet, and Sonny was ready to try his hand at his own
business—one that tied in perfectly with the boom that was just
barely visible as a gleam in the eye of Austin's biggest boosters.
In 1959, Sonny cashed in his chips, selling his negatives and
printing plates business to his father.
He was not yet 30 years old. He teamed up with Ken Wendler,
whose family was just beginning a legendary run of influence in
Austin real estate, building, and politics. Sonny Wallace was
going into the construction business.

Above: A 1957 invoice.
Opposite: Sonny Wallace featured daughters Sunny and Jennifer
on his letterhead.
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Sonny and Horace Sr. with the custom clock commissioned by legendary
golfer Jimmy Demaret for his Champions Golf Club in Houston.
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Chapter 4
The Swinging Sixties

The space-age gazebo of Town Lake (now Lady Bird Lake), 1970.
The structure still stands. Austin History Center.

Can any of you remember the old cracker barrel days, when you could go into the general store and buy a sack of soda
crackers which were kept in a large barrel, and have any size wedge of cheese cut from a large cylinder which was usually
kept over in a corner with a piece of cheesecloth thrown over it? Well, there is a lot of difference in the way cheese and
crackers are sold today. As a matter of fact, the beautifully illustrated packaging and displaying of all food products has
done a great deal to promote the sale of the merchandise as well as safeguard the health of the consumer. …
Try to visualize what our publications would be like without the use of illustrations. Would there even be a need for your
publication if there could be no illustrations in it? Publishers sell space; advertising people prepare and sell whatever is
needed to fill that space. Without photoengraving neither would have much to sell.
—Horace Wallace Sr., Photoengraving and the American Way of Life (undated speech)
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In the year 1962

The 1960s will always be remembered as the decade of
expansion and experimentation. By decade's end, nothing would
ever be the same—for the nation, for Austin, or for Wallace
Engraving.

President: John F. Kennedy

Sonny may have departed the business for greener pastures, but

Major news story: Cuban Missile Crisis

Horace Sr. was hardly ready for the rocking chair. As it had from

Top of the pops: Elvis Presley, Ray Charles
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its earliest days, Wallace Engraving served the community's
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At the movies: Lawrence of Arabia; To Kill a Mockingbird

routine engraving needs for necessary items such as invoices,

On the tube: Beverly Hillbillies; Dick Van Dyke

letterhead, brochures, and catalogues. And the mainstay of the

People were crazy about: The Flintstones; folk music; surfing

business continued to be the newspaper trade, including the

Austin population: 201,762

Austin American-Statesman and 20 other newspapers.
Beginning in 1962, new innovations in flexible plates enabled

for twenty years or even longer. In any barrel of apples, there

the use of color in a daily newspaper for the first time. This was

are bound to be a few bad ones. In 1962, Horace discovered that

made possible by a new color process known as "Run of the

a bookkeeper had altered payroll checks and embezzled almost

Press" or ROP. With ROP, thin zinc plates could be attached

seven thousand dollars from the company (some $54,000 in

directly to the printing press, eliminating the need for separate

today's money). There was no choice but to prosecute.

engraving and stereotyping for color plates. Political campaigns

Despite this disappointing lesson in trust, Wallace Engraving

were the first to embrace the color option, but other advertisers

moved forward in 1963 with a further embrace of color, this

soon followed suit. Colorful ads soon clamored for readers'

time the purchase of a Vario-Klischograph machine. Horace was

attention, selling everything from screwdrivers to sansabelt

the only commercial engraver in Texas to master this innovative

slacks. However, despite Horace's prediction that news photos

machine, a very early electronic flatbed scanner that physically

would regularly appear in color, the editorial side of the

engraved printing plates to make fully corrected color

newspaper business did not embrace color until the 1980s.

separations, all four at one time. The results could be used for

The Wallaces had always tried to maintain a close family

both letterpress and offset printing. The Klischograph opened

relationship with their employees. By the early '60s, Wallace

up so many opportunities that Horace created a subsidiary

Engraving had a number of employees who had been on the job

called Trans-Color, Inc. to pursue them.
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Sunny Wallace Casarez

At some point, we “remodeled” and added dark paneling

407 Lavaca was an old, dark, two-story building. Dad [Sonny]

—Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow. I don’t remember if black was

and Papa [Horace] had parking on the side and employees

there too. Someone brought old curtains from home to cover

parked in the long, narrow alley in the back. When one person

up the dusty Venetian blinds.

upstairs and also had an artist paint stripes along the stairwell

wanted to leave, several cars had to be moved back and forth.
It was not convenient!
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The two bathrooms at the bottom of the stairs, next to the big

Using the same powderless etching techniques that had made

sump pump, were scary and probably had spiders.

plaques such a popular and affordable offering, Horace came

The receptionist would take the work in and write up job

out with a "Western Trails" clock that commemorated the tales

tickets. We had a basket on a rope to send them down if they

of the cattle drives he had heard from his grandfather in those

weren’t too big. The telephone had a buzzer to let employees

long-ago days growing up in the country in old Oatmanville

know they had a call, or to come check the basket.

(Oak Hill).

There were smokers, open flames, open containers of

Bearing a map of the Chisholm Trail and original cattle brands,

chemicals, loud cameras, dark rooms and one “escape door”

the clock was available with a copper or brass face and housed

that opened onto 4th St. Usually a car was parked in front of it!

in cases of mahogany, maple, or walnut. The basic clock was

No OSHA for sure.

priced at $19.95 (about $150 in today's dollars). It was so well-

Before we took over the space next door, there was a hardware

received that Horace formed another subsidiary, Etchcraft, to

store where Jennifer and I would go to get Cokes for our lunch,

handle the business, including numerous custom orders from

since they had a big red upright machine that we put our dime

ranchers who wanted maps of their spreads and personal

or quarter in. We didn’t go over there by ourselves. One of my

brands. The Western Trails clock was joined by a second design

favorite things at lunchtime was to walk through the back

that portrayed the University of Texas tower.

alleys to Scarborough's [department store]. I remember the

Eventually, Etchcraft offered customized wedding anniversary

fabric and housewares in the basement, the man who operated

clocks as well as college clocks for every school in the old

the elevator, and the Russell Stover’s candy counter by the back

Southwest Conference. But the most memorable projects were

door.

custom orders. One large clock was made for the Champions
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Boats, bathing suits, and burgers made The Pier a memorable summer hangout.

Golf Club in Houston and its legendary founder, golfer and

completed was Longhorn Dam in central Austin. Designed to

raconteur Jimmy Demaret. Another was produced for Toot

provide both drinking water and cooling for the Holly Street

Shor's, the iconic Manhattan nightspot of the "Mad Men" era.

Power Plant, the dam created Town Lake in 1960.

Equally beautiful were a series of belt buckles that Horace

The original Town Lake was considerably narrower, shallower,

designed featuring the western art of Frederick Remington. It

and less scenic than today's Lady Bird Lake. The city recognized

was another way of holding on to the heritage of older days even

the lake's potential as a source of recreation and status for the

as Austin was transforming beyond all recognition.

city and began a dredging process to improve the lake's size and

In the mid-20th century, Austin was still widely known as the

appearance. Streets and other infrastructure were planned to

"River City." The rage of the Colorado River was largely tamed

provide access to the new lake, and a new civic center was

with the construction of the Highland dams. The final dam to be

constructed adjacent to the lake.
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Municipal Auditorium, with its fantastically beautiful modern

For Sonny, it was also a lot of work! He recalled that one early

dome, became the pride of the city. (Later known as Palmer

manager of The Pier bought food and supplies using Wendler

Auditorium, it was demolished in 2002 to make way for the

Construction’s credit line instead of his own. When the partners

Long Center, though some of its design elements were

found out, Sonny confronted the manager and paid him $100 on

incorporated into the new structure.)

the condition that he would never show his face in Austin again.

To create a place of serenity, power boating was banned on the

For a time, Sonny jumped in to manage the concession, even

new lake. An exception was during Aqua Fest, an annual August

driving out to the lake after a full day’s work to man the grill.

festival that showcased Austin's newfound asset with canoe

Public buildings were some of the most memorable projects of

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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races, fishing contests, a sailing regatta, and an illuminated

the

nighttime water parade. (Much lamented, Aqua Fest was last

constructed for the Austin State Hospital, a ward building and a

held in 1998—a victim of politics and changing times.)

recreation building notable for its beautifully colored glass

As a symbol of Austin's central conflict as a community, the on-

blocks that cast soothing light on the patients and staff (the

going saga of Town Lake takes pride of place. As one city council

buildings still stand). Another state project encompassed

member said in the early 1960s, Austin would have "no honky-

dormitories, a school, dining hall, and vocational training

tonk lake with razzle-dazzle boat docks." But razzle-dazzle was

building for the Mountain View School for Boys in Gatesville, 80

in the eye of the beholder. The conflict between development

miles north of Austin. This juvenile detention facility was later

and Austin's cherished "laid-back" qualities as a residential city

converted to a women’s prison.

would rage for the next fifty years.

For the University of Texas, Wendler Construction remodeled

With his partner, Ken Wendler, Sonny Wallace was involved in

the Old Press Building to house a new department, Radio-

many of the construction projects that were gaining momentum

Television-Film. (This building was demolished in 1978 for the

across the city. The partners' projects included vacation

expansion of Welch Hall for the Chemistry department).

properties along the now-completed Highland Lakes. Perhaps

The partners built several projects of lasting value for the City of

the most memorable was The Pier, a restaurant built on the site

Austin. These included a sewage lift station, a gasoline filling

of "Charlie's," an old fishing camp and former speakeasy on

station for city vehicles, and an annex for Austin’s Central Fire

Lake Austin. For almost 50 years, The Pier served up burgers,

station that served as the headquarters of the Austin Fire

beer, music, and fun. (Forced to close in 2005 for a planned

Department for more than 20 years. Located at 501 East Fifth

development, the building today stands abandoned.)

Street, the building is home today to the Austin Fire Museum as
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Wendler

Construction

years.

Two

buildings

were

It was not all work. On assignment for Job Corps, Sonny (center) was
able to go fishing in Alaska.

well as the office of the AFD shift commander.
For the Austin school district, Nelson Field was constructed next
to Reagan High School. Today, it continues to serve as the home
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football field for Reagan, LBJ, Anderson, and Eastside Memorial
High. The field was a large step up from the 1953 Veteran's Field
on the McCallum campus and included elevated bleachers, a
press box, secured bus parking area, and enough parking for

would represent Austin and the surrounding area for the next

3000 cars. Memorably, vandals broke in to the stadium when

32 years.

the project was nearly complete and used heavy equipment to

By the mid '60s, Sonny and Virginia were facing some tough

destroy the field, costing the partners dearly to replace it.

choices. Thanks in large part to Virginia's talents, the three girls

As part of the work with Wendler Construction, Sonny was able

and baby Rob "didn't know we were poor," as daughter Sunny

to build a lakefront cabin for his own family on Lake Granite

recalled. Virginia was a whiz with a needle and sewed the

Shoals (now Lake LBJ). By 1962, he and Virginia had welcomed

children's clothing. A talented artist who painted china, Virginia

a son, Robbin Scott (Rob). Despite these joyful occasions, Sonny

was a natural hostess and decorator. Her nurturing personality

would recall later of this time in his life, "I got my socks knocked

made her the family caregiver in many a crisis.

down!" Always one to tackle new challenges in business, Sonny

None of this eliminated the need for an infusion of cash for the

learned some bitter and expensive lessons from his years in the

family. Austin's own LBJ had become president following the

construction business.

assassination of John F. Kennedy, and by 1965, his Great

The friends he made would be the most lasting legacy of this

Society was in full swing. Sonny accepted a position with the Job

period of Sonny's life. These included J.J. "Jake" Pickle, one of

Corps, a program to provide training to disadvantaged youths.

the most effective—and beloved—political figures ever produced

The new job was in Washington, D.C., an aching distance from

in Central Texas. A protégé of Lyndon Johnson, Jake (as he was

his wife and four children. While in Washington, Sonny worked

universally known) helped found KVET radio in Austin and

closely with Otis Singletary. The future president of the

served on the Texas Employment Commission before being
elected congressman in 1963 from the 10th District of Texas. He

University of Kentucky became another lifelong friend.
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Each month, he was able to send home $600 (about $4000 in

they were at the time—especially to Virginia!

today's dollars)—not a princely sum for a family of five, even by

It was a joyful reunion in 1966 when he was able to transfer to

1960s standards. As Sonny wrote home, "You will just have to

the Job Corps office in Austin. At his going-away lunch in

get by on that … I love you very much." The declaration was

Washington, some wag noted that his transfer "surprised

perhaps even more welcome due to the fact that 80% of the staff

everyone, pleased his family, dismayed his feminine following,

at Job Corps were single females. The funny stories about the

and completely demoralized the Communist world." Sonny was

popularity of Sonny Wallace and the effect of his "cultured

presented with funny fake telegrams lamenting his departure

South Central Texas accent" were probably funnier later than

from dignitaries ranging from President Johnson, to a "weather-
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beaten Eskimo," and "Hot Lips Zerox, chief of the Umbali tribe,"

weeks before months of relentless summer heat bear down upon

all wishing him "rots a ruck." (Ethnic humor was a mainstay of

the state. It was to the bluebonnet that Porfirio Salinas

1960s life.)

dedicated his career. A folk-art genius from San Antonio,

Sonny was just happy to resume his family life, including

Salinas began painting the rural and ranching landscapes of

lending a hand to the unfolding events at Wallace Engraving.

Central Texas in the 1940s, with particular focus on spring
bluebonnets, oak trees, and prickly pear.

In the year 1965

Never a critic’s darling, the prolific Salinas won the popular

Major news stories: Watts riot; Voting Rights Act

the hiker, of watermelons cooling in the creek." Among his fans

heart, and his originals were highly collectible. As Texas Parade
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magazine put it, "His is not the art of neurosis and tranquilizers,

President: Lyndon B. Johnson

but of hot dirt under bare feet, of lonely shady oaks beckoning

Top of the pops: The Beatles; The Rolling Stones; The Byrds

were Sam Rayburn, long-time speaker of the United States

At the movies: The Sound of Music; Thunderball; Cat Ballou

House of Representatives, Governor John Connally, and

On the tube: Gomer Pyle USMC; Batman

Senator and Vice-President Lyndon B. Johnson.

People were crazy about: Beatle-mania; mini-skirts

When Johnson became president, he hung his Salinas collection

Austin population: 214,117

in the White House, "to remind me of where I came from." LBJ
told the Washington press corps that Salinas was his favorite

Wallace Engraving continued to advance the art of engraving in

artist; soon, he presented a Salinas original as a gift to the

Texas. In 1964, Horace had invested in a Chemco Spartan roller

president of Mexico. The 55-year-old artist was suddenly a

film camera, a giant production camera that greatly sped up the

nationally-known name (and one of the first Mexican-American

process of making negatives. But the big news continued to be

artists to receive widespread recognition).

color. It was the color expertise of Wallace Engraving that led to

In the fall of 1965, Horace began working with Fred Sublette,

Horace's involvement with one of the most renowned Texas

Salinas's accountant and a leading collector of his work, to put

artists of the 20th century.

out an exclusive series of six fine color reproductions of Salinas's
work. Wallace proposed to use the Klischograph scanner to

It is impossible to overstate how much Texans love wildflowers,

create the prints, which would be printed on linen stock and

especially the iconic bluebonnet. The spring wildflower season is

limited to a run of 1500 each. Pedernales River Arts, another

the sweetest time of year in Texas, and lasts but a few fleeting

subsidiary, would handle the work.
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The partnership proved to be tremendously stressful for Horace,
who was now almost sixty years old. Sonny became involved in
the negotiations and remembered that father and son were
ready to "toss Sublette out the window" if he didn't let them get
on with the work. Hazel worried that Horace would have a heart
attack before all was said and done.
In the end, the partnership came off and Wallace Engraving
produced numerous Salinas prints which were sold all over the
country and remain highly collectible to this day. The project led
to more art partnerships, and Horace opened an art shop at 407
Lavaca called Graphics Gallery, that sold not only the Salinas
lithographs, but also original art and prints by Texas artists such
as Polsky Morgan, famous for her paintings of football greats,
and Dalhart Windberg, famed for his depictions of Texas
landscapes and historical scenes.
In 1969, Horace donated 58 large Salinas prints to Brackenridge
Hospital to bring color, cheer, and comfort to patients' rooms.
As Virginia recalled of her father-in-law, it was characteristic of
the man. "He truly was a thoughtful, generous person who tried
to bring a bit of sunshine and happiness into the lives of people,
not just those he knew."
As the 1960s wore on, Horace was recognized as a true elder
statesman of the art of Texas engraving. In 1967, he was the host
of the 20th annual meeting of the Southwestern Photoengravers
Association. He continued to embrace innovation, including the
new powderless etching of copper plates, which produced
excellent quality plates with greater efficiency.
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Crowds turned out at Scarbrough's department store for the first day that the
Salinas prints went on sale.

That same year, the future direction of Austin was cemented

already given the world modern computer memory and fractal

when the first IBM Selectric Composer rolled off an assembly

geometry. Moreover, the company was famed for being both

line in what was then far north Austin. In the 1960s, IBM, often

socially responsible and massively profitable. Though few

nicknamed "Big Blue," was one of America's largest and most

realized it at the time, the arrival of IBM and its initial 400

admired

leadership

employees would be the catalyst for the explosive growth Austin

(symbolized by the corporate motto, "THINK") seemed to

had been seeking since the 1890s. Within two years, nine major

embody American know-how in the space age.

companies had located in Austin to be near IBM, including a

IBM had virtually invented mainframe computing in 1964. Its

massive Texas Instruments plant.

Selectric typewriter was the first to offer memory, which gave

Technology was also forever changing the photoengraving

rise to word processing and desktop publishing. IBM labs had

business that Horace had made his life's work. Horace Wallace

corporations.

IBM's

technological
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was an artist at his trade, a true master craftsman of the "old

the dark rooms and putting a penny in some of the fixer bath

school." Modern-day engraving was evolving as a technological

and it turned silver!

science. In 1968, the family renovated the plant on Lavaca to

There were etching machines, routers, open-flamed ovens, and

take advantage of modern processes. Though still working for

a guillotine cutter for cutting metal plates. Dad [Sonny] has a

Job Corps, Sonny was heavily involved in the new direction of

middle finger that is shorter than it should be due to a mistake

the business.

on that cutter. He didn’t keep his hand far enough back and
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ended up cutting off his fingertip.
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Numerous chemicals,

Jennifer Wallace Brookins

including acid, were used in the plant. It was a dangerous

Engraving Company ruler. The threat was always enough to

Hazel Wallace

place for a little kid to run around!

I remember being raised with the discipline of the Wallace
make us behave—to my knowledge it was never actually used.
Our grandparents, Nonnie and Papa, were members of the

My husband and my son heard the beat of a different drummer

Southwest Prepress Association and I remember them hosting

—the beat of private industry. They each loved it at such an

the annual convention one year at the Sheraton Crest Hotel. I

early age they did not take time to get the degree for entering

was probably in junior high school and helped supervise the

business, which so many thought necessary. But they were

children’s activities around the pool.

attuned to the music from the very first, and they studied.
Chemistry was a very important part of their work, along with

Rob Wallace

so many other very interesting things such as public relations,

My first memories of Wallace Engraving are going down into

gone for refresher courses to cities where our machinery is

the lower floors of 407 Lavaca and looking at all of the

made and to large companies from whom we buy our supplies.

equipment there. I remember walking past the sump pump at

… In fact, the two Wallace men I speak of are in fact teachers.

the bottom of the stairs and wondering how it worked. The

They have taught and trained most of the men we employ.

advertising, communications, color, electronics. They have

horizontal cameras each had a dark room for the film boards
that connected to a processor room where they put the exposed
film in to be processed. I remember Dad taking me into one of
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Wallace Engraving had the opportunity to do a good turn for the
Whitley Company, one of Austin's largest commercial printers.
The Whitley Company's building at 301 Brazos was destroyed in
one of the largest fires that ever occurred in downtown Austin.
The fire started in one of Whitley's waste bins and raged for four
hours to claim almost an entire city block.
Along with others in the local printing trade, Wallace Engraving
stepped in to help Whitley, providing them office space until the
plant was rebuilt the following year. Johnny Jones of Whitley
wrote, "There are some very nice people in the world … and our
friends at Wallace Engraving are at the top of the list!!!" It was
Sonny who penned the reply: "One of the real pleasures in life is
being able to do something for your friends—particularly when
they need it. It was in this spirit that Dad made space available
for you when you needed it. It was only a gesture of a man trying
to help his fellow men."
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In 1969, there was a changing of the guard at Wallace
Engraving. At age 63, Horace Wallace had put everything he had

Jennifer Wallace Brookins

into his work, physically and mentally, since he was 12 years old.

We helped count and package the Salinas note cards and lap

To say the least, he had earned his retirement! Back at the helm

kits. When I had my driver’s license in 1969 I helped with

of the rejuvenated company was Sonny Wallace, in the prime of

deliveries mainly to the Austin American Statesman and the

his life at age 39. A new adventure was about to begin.

local downtown department stores who were advertising in
the newspaper: Scarbroughs, Goodfriends, Snyder-Chenards,
Yarings and G&S Typesetters. Mom’s brother, our Uncle Dick

In the year 1969

Robbins, worked at G&S and I remember visiting with him
when I would go there.

President: Richard M. Nixon

I learned to drive a standard transmission car while making

Top of the pops: The Beatles; The Rolling Stones; The Archies

Saab. The gears were backwards from an American manual

On the tube: Laugh-In; Family Affair; Marcus Welby MD

drive we went home for lunch and I had trouble backing the

Austin population: 244,074

I got stuck in our front yard. Mom had to come outside to

Major news stories: The moon landing; Woodstock

deliveries around town. The most memorable car was a white

At the movies: Easy Rider; Butch Cassidy & the Sundance Kid

transmission vehicle. One time when I was just learning to

People were crazy about: bell-bottoms; tie-dye; peace signs

car up the hill out of the driveway. It kept rolling downhill and
“coach” me how to pop the clutch when rolling down Oakhaven
to head back to work. Hope we weren’t late returning from
lunch!
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Chapter 5
Happy Days

Crowds jam the streets for a music festival in the 1970s. Austin
History Center.

When Sonny took over daily operations at Wallace Engraving in 1969, he refocused the company on its core competency of
photolithography. By the late 1960s, technology in pre-sensitized plates had advanced to the point where no chemicals were
needed to make the exposures. Instead, the exposures were done entirely by electronic means. Within a decade, the need for
chemicals for development after the exposure would also be on the way out—all due to digital technology.
Sonny jumped into the rapidly expanding world of color separations. "The whole world has gone computer," he explained,
introducing the company's latest technology, a high-end Crosfield color drum scanner. "This machine will do—through a
computing process—what is impossible to do by other methods. It sees color only one way—the way it is."
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Sonny demonstrates the new
scanner.

photolithographic plates, but his innovations didn't stop with
the new scanner. The Wallace Engraving delivery car was
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outfitted with a two-way radio to expedite customer pickup and
delivery. In 1970, the company added a Pako automatic film
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processor. This machine transformed the old "darkroom" art of
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developing film manually with chemicals into a science in which
The Crosfield scanner was a revolutionary development in the

films were fed in to the Pako and not touched again until the

history of printing and engraving. John Crosfield, a British

negatives emerged at the other end, completely developed and

inventor, had already developed several innovations that began

dried.

to make color more practical for magazines, newspapers, and

As Wallace Engraving reincorporated, naming Sonny and

other low-cost publications. These included a photo-electric

Virginia as directors along with Horace and Hazel, so too was

system to allow color plates to be kept in register automatically

Austin taking on the identity it would wear for the next several

on the printing press (instead of lined up by hand) and a device

decades. Alarmed by the threat of major construction along

that allowed newspapers to easily synchronize pre-printed color

Barton Creek, the Austin Environmental Council was formed to

with text that needed to be printed later.

attempt to stop it. The battle dominated Austin city politics for

The next step was to automate retouching, the manual work

the next 25 years, spawning the rise of neighborhood groups

needed to make a color separation suitable to produce a high-

(from three in 1971 to 150 in 1983) and culminating with the

quality print. The scanner allowed the operator to load a color

"Save Our Springs" ordinance. When the ordinance was

transparency or flat artwork such as a photograph, scan it, and

nullified by state law, it sounded the end of the era in which

use software to adjust its size, form, and color to get a perfect

"natural beauty" would be frequently cited as one of Austin's

result. The Crosfield scanned at a highly dense 2000 lines per

distinguishing characteristics.

inch and allowed images to be magnified up to 10 times their

Also in 1970, the Armadillo World Headquarters opened in an

physical size without any loss of quality. Now, high-quality color

old National Guard armory building on Barton Springs Road.

was affordable for catalogues, magazines, and newspapers.

The rough-and-tumble concert hall galvanized an already-

Sonny held an open house for printers and other users of

emerging music scene, bringing together country, blues, rock,
52
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Frank Veloz working in the machine room to rout
out the final details on the etched "flats" and get
them ready for mounting.

Marvin Roberts using an electronic densitometer, a
quality control device that measured characteristics
such as ink film thickness, dot size, registration, and
ink trapping.

folk, and jazz artists in what became a legendary explosion of

Another chapter in Austin's ongoing energy saga was written in

creativity. Nationally known bands that had never played

the 1970s. The city committed to a major investment in the

Austin wanted to play the Armadillo, and local musicians like

South Texas Nuclear Project, a nuclear power plant at the

Stevie Ray Vaughn and Joe Ely became stars there.

mouth of the Colorado River in Bay City. The astonishing cost

Most significantly, Willie Nelson, then a failed Nashville

overruns and construction issues surrounding the project

songwriter, used the Armadillo to develop his outlaw sound,

became a central issue in Austin politics for years. In 1981,

igniting the progressive country movement. The Armadillo

Austinites voted to divest the city of its 16% ownership in "the

gave birth to the Austin live music scene. Within five years

nuke," but no buyer has ever been found.

Austin was home to some 40 live music venues, Nelson had

The high-tech scene continued to expand with the arrival of

broken through to the mainstream, and the television show

electronic manufacturer Motorola. Sonny's business interests

"Austin City Limits" took the cosmic cowboy phenomenon

were expanding too. Sonny and Dick Dromgoole formed

worldwide. Ironically, the Armadillo itself failed to compete in

Harbinger House (soon renamed American Universal Artforms)

the environment it had helped spawn. As promoter Eddie

to publish poetry, including American Tuesday Blues Cycle &

Wilson recalled, there were nights when no one showed up

Presumptions by Franklin Haar and A Box of Peppermints by

and he cried himself to sleep. The Armadillo closed in 1980

Libby Stopple. Graphics Gallery, managed by sister Mary Ellen

and the site was developed for office space.

Attas, was still in full swing selling art reproductions, note
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cards, and Christmas cards featuring the world of Porfirio
Salinas and other Texas artists. Around this time, Sonny also
formed a company called Towerlight to help develop and
manage five home properties.

Sunny Wallace Casarez

I worked for the company in the summers from 1967 or ’68
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Sunny Gayle Wallace answering the phone. Each
order was tracked with a job ticket that followed it
through the plant.

through 1971. Then full time 1971-1974, except for six months in
1973 when my husband Tony and I became VISTA volunteers
in western Nebraska. That didn’t last long! Then I worked off
and on 1985-1989 while I was raising kids at home, then full
time again 1989-1994.
From the late 1960s until 1974, I answered the phones as a
receptionist, filed, typed, did billing for zinc etchings and
halftone cuts, processed artwork and telephone book cover
orders, figured and typed commission checks for American

playing cards—Hearts or Spades—while we sat on the floor
and ate lunch. I also listened to the Watergate hearings during
lunch time.
I made $1.65 an hour when I first started. I thought I was rich!

Statesman salespeople, and typed carbon copies of State Board

In the year 1972

of Control contracts. This was before WhiteOut, so if I made a
mistake, I had a little round eraser with a brush on one end. I
used that a lot!
We sold a lot of Salinas—and other artists’—note cards, lap kits
and prints through ads in Southern Living and Parade
magazine. Papa [Horace Sr.] loved to open the mail and get the
checks. He wasn’t so interested in opening the bills!
Besides actual work, I remember getting sandwiches at the
original Schlotsky’s on South Congress for several people and

President: Richard M. Nixon

Major news stories: Olympics terrorism; Watergate break-in
Top of the pops: ABBA; The Eagles; Elton John
At the movies: The Godfather; Dirty Harry

On the tube: Monty Python; The Brady Bunch; Hawaii Five-O
People were crazy about: Frisbee; pocket cameras
Austin population: 275,900
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For dad Horace, the early seventies were a time to look back. In
1972, family and business associates threw a bash at the Austin
Country Club, honoring Horace and Wallace Engraving on the
achievement of 40 years in business—a rare feat then or now!
The world in which Horace had grown up was changing fast. His
mother, Bertie, passed the next year at the age of 94. In her later
years, the old lady who had worked so hard to keep her family
together lived in a little house on Oxford Street off South Lamar,
and would be remembered for sewing pillowcases for all the
family.
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Stella Nolen and Gertrude Newton were mainstays
of the accounting department.
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That same year saw the beginning of the widespread demolition
of old downtown Austin to make way for modern office
buildings and parking garages. The demolition of three of

magazine operated out of a small shop on Nueces just north of

Austin's most beautiful Victorian mansions to make way for

12th Street. Texas Monthly was something new under the sun—

parking structures marked a painful turning point, especially

a sophisticated, cosmopolitan look at all things Texan, from

after the developer called the magnificent Houghton House at

politics to culture, art, sports, business, personalities, and crime.

12th and Guadalupe "nothing but a damned shack" that would

Not an initial success, the magazine soon caught on and became

be mourned only by "a pack of old ladies." Those self-same old

one of the Lone Star State's most influential voices. Its

ladies (and gentlemen) managed to save the landmark Driskill

circulation skyrocketed from 20,000 in the first year to 200,000

Hotel just hours from its own date with the wrecking ball and

in 1976 and over 300,000 by 1981. The magazine became

see to its restoration. Besides the Driskill, the preservation

known both for its journalism and its provocative covers and

movement's most notable successes have been saving the

memorable photography. Wallace's ongoing relationship with

historic character of the Sixth Street entertainment district,

Texas Monthly remains a crown jewel in the company's history.

Symphony Square at Red River and 11th Street, and the

Some of the most memorable color separation work went into

Bremond Block, a district of 11 historic homes.

the magazine's famous cover images, including the "So Long,

It is undocumented exactly when Texas Monthly became a

Chicken Ranch" cover depicting girls hitchhiking their way out

customer of Wallace Engraving—the deal between Sonny

of La Grange after the closure of the town's infamous "best little

Wallace and publisher Mike Levy was concluded with a

whorehouse," and "White Hot Mama," the iconic 1992 cover

handshake from the first issue in February 1973. At the time, the

featuring Governor Ann Richards astride a white motorcycle.
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Johnny Loera and Curtis Cooper packing up plates
for shipment. Wallace Engraving did color
separation work for companies nationwide.

Terry Wallace

I worked in the warehouse assembling Salinas lap kits and
notes card packets—also the shipping department, the

Rob Wallace

stripping department opaquing and taping negatives, taping
register marks, and rolling canvas Salinas lithographs to be

Texas Monthly was young and eager, and we had the

mailed in big tubes. I helped Mary Ellen in Graphics Gallery

bandwidth and technology to complete their deadline-oriented

cutting mats and framing pictures.

magazine on time. This relationship flourished and was good

I delivered cuts to Scarbroughs and Yarings, the newspaper,

for both companies for many years. They finally took all of

and the bus station, probably driving the Ford Fairlane

their production in house in 2013 but we still maintain a great

convertible.

admiration for one another.

would bring chili she made in the big roaster.

I remember the Christmas parties when Mom

About 1971 or so, I drove Papa [Horace] in his Cadillac to the
In the mid-1970s, the nation suffered what was then the most

Sigaloff Gallery in San Antonio to pick up some of Salinas’s

serious economic recession since the Great Depression, but in

snow pictures. The paint was not quite dry, but we put them in

Austin the effects were mitigated by the city's growth. Mopac

the trunk and headed back to Austin!

Expressway, the long-awaited north-south highway built along

We learned to be on time, money management, and the value

the right-of-way of the Missouri-Pacific railroad tracks, opened

of a strong work ethic.

in 1975 after 30 years of planning and six years of construction.

I learned about life, that family members weren’t treated

Interstate 35 (then known as the Interregional) had begun to

special and did the grunt work (cleaning out an old freezer full

experience daily traffic jams, and two-lane Highway 183 was

of fish and shrimp that had gotten unplugged). We learned

dubbed "Suicide Alley" for the number of cars using it to race to

from supervisors who showed us what to do. We did it.

new suburbs north of town.
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In 1976, Sonny was elected president of the Southwest
Photoplatemakers Association, a professional organization that
spanned eleven states. He also started another new enterprise,
joining forces with Robert Vallilee and Malcolm Robinson to
start VW Graphics, a graphic arts service bureau. The
association would last for five years.
A New Yorker by birth, Bob Vallilee had become acquainted
with Sonny as a highly-rated technical sales representative for
Eastman Kodak. The following year, Vallilee moved to Austin to
head up and modernize Wallace’s sales staff. Sonny and Vallilee
moved to transform Wallace Engraving from a mom-and-pop
shop to a modern technical outfit.
In his first decade at the helm, Sonny turned the company’s face
to the future, implemented new ideas and strategies, and
discovered fertile new areas for growth. He had also kept the
core values of Wallace Engraving in force, especially creating
and serving customers for life.
The proof was in the results. Sonny had grown the company
from 8 employees and sales of $185,000 to 45 employees and
sales of $2.5 million. In 1978, it was time to take it a step
further. Sonny bought out the shares of his parents and sisters.
He and Virginia took over total ownership of Wallace Engraving.

Preparing cuts (final plates) in the 1970s.
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In the year 1978

modern facility. When the new Wallace Engraving facility
opened, it housed all of the company’s offices and most of its
operations, including stripping (assembling two or more

President: Jimmy Carter

negatives for one plate) and the production of color separations,

Major news stories: Camp David; Year of Three Popes

black & white lithography, negatives, lithographic plates,

Top of the pops: The Bee Gees; The Commodores

composite film, and newspaper ad veloxes (high contrast

At the movies: Grease; Close Encounters of the Third Kind

photographic paper).

On the tube: Happy Days; Little House on the Prairie

People were crazy about: video game arcades; Garfield the cat

Rob Wallace

Austin population: 331,900
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The Sterzing property that was purchased in the late seventies

Jennifer Wallace Brookins

consisted of one large lot that Dad subdivided into two lots in

After graduating from the University of Kentucky, my husband

a rock exterior facing the parking lot to the west. It was

Mike and I moved back to Austin. Mike worked in the camera

approximately 6000 square feet and was just adequate for our

department making color separations on the “Big Camera”

manufacturing at the time. We soon built a matching 4000

starting in October 1975. I came to work at WECO in April

square foot building on the lot next door and housed our

1977, about the time we were moving to Sterzing from Lavaca.

administrative staff there.

case he wanted to sell one off. The first building was single
story and constructed of metal with sprayed-on insulation with

I worked in customer service and soon became the
representative for Texas Monthly. I developed lifelong

In order for me to have a little “walking around money” as Dad

relationships with the members of the Texas Monthly art and

calls it, he helped set me up to recover silver from the used film

production department. The deadlines were always stressful

processing chemistry. Since the film was silver-based during

but that account was the mainstay of our business.

those days, there was free silver in suspension in the fixer. We
purchased an X-Rite electrolytic silver recovery unit and I ran

It was the most dramatic change for the company since the

it there at the office for a while to get the hang of it. Later we

move to “Chili Square” back in the 1940s. Sonny bought a parcel

took it home and I processed it in our little shed behind our

of land at 427-435 Sterzing Street off Barton Springs Road

house.When there was enough silver on the plate I would flake

(behind present-day Chuy’s restaurant) and built a large,

it off and bag it up for sale. Silver sold for anywhere from $4
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to $10 per troy ounce so it was a good gig for a teenager!

by overexposing a positive. Sometimes there were many steps

In my high school years I started learning some of the crafts

required to obtain the result needed. We verified the correct

that made the business successful. Our final product for many

moves by reading the film with transmission densitometers,

clients was color separations in the form of either positives or

then finally making another proof.

negatives depending on the process they used.

We would

I would also make deliveries when necessary and remember

“contact” film in vacuum frames to produce either film

driving our 1974 blue Datsun Pickup with the Wallace

positives or film negatives, and this process would frequently

Engraving Company painted on the side. There was also a

introduce dust or other imperfections in the final product. Part

Chevrolet Citation and a Chevrolet Vega Nomad wagon during

of the QC process was to examine the film and “spot” any of the

those years. They were all standard shift and fun to drive on

imperfections.

We used magnifying glasses, needle sharp

the relatively quiet streets of Austin. I got to meet numerous

spotting picks, wax china markers, film cleaner and cotton

clients that way. Most knew my dad and some even knew my

pads. Since the film was made up of halftone dots at that point,

grandparents.
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you could simply make an indention in the right area and fill it
with china marker and it minimized the bad spot. This was
tedious and delicate but a required step for a quality product.
Opaque or ruby tape were used for larger areas.
There were different proofing processes depending on positive
or negative film being used. Some were alcohol based while
others used very fine toner particles that stuck to the
appropriate areas. All required the use of a vacuum frame to
keep the film in contact with the donor material while it was
being exposed by intense UV light. There were many variables
and much room for error. Repeatability was obtainable but

All four of Sonny and Virginia's children—Sunny, Jennifer,

you had to have everything right and record data in charts to

Terry, and Rob—would work at Wallace Engraving. The

make sure.

happiness of a close-knit family was a great source of pride

Later I learned how to manipulate the color (color correcting)

along with the family business. In 1976, Sonny sold the house on

by either dot etching to remove or add color overall or in a

Lake LBJ and bought a place on the coast in Rockport. Three

specific area, or through the contacting process. In contacting

years later, he bought a ranch and hunting and fishing retreat

you could add color by overexposing a negative or reduce color

near Blanco that he called the "Diamond W."
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Jennifer Wallace Brookins

Parkinson's disease. The family would always remember George

As the business grew our personal responsibilities increased.

Edna for her kindness in caring for "Papa" in his decline. After a

Mike became the Manager of the Awards Division located

time in a nursing home in Hughes Springs, Horace returned to

across the street from the Sterzing plant. The engraved plaques

Austin where he lived at the Southwood Care Center (the

and awards are still on display at various institutions and

nursing home is still in operation).

universities throughout the state. We all worked very hard and

Horace Wallace, Sr. passed on January 18, 1986 at the age of 79.

took our jobs seriously.

Sonny Wallace

I spent most of my time traveling to and from our customers,
writing up the job tickets, and following the production of jobs
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for the various publications and advertising agencies that we

In the words of one of my favorite poems, Gunga Din, Kipling

serviced. The day didn’t end at five o'clock, and during

the soldier says to Gunga Din, the water boy, 'Though I've

deadlines there were many weekend days showing proofs and

belted you and flayed you, by the living Gawd that made you,

making copy changes to stay on track to meet the deadline.

you're a better man than I am, Gunga Din.' And in my eyes,
Horace Samuel Wallace really was!

In the 1980s, the older generation passed from the scene. The

Virginia's mother, Mamie, had passed away in 1983. George

first to go was Sonny's mother, Hazel Wallace, who died in 1981

Edna would live on until 1997.

at the age of 75 after battling health problems for many years.

As a company, Wallace Engraving would always be one with the

True to form, the intelligent, dramatic lady known to her

city of Austin. For both, the challenge had become not whether

grandchildren as "Nonnie" seems to have foreseen that her

to grow, but how to manage the growth. Austin gained more

husband Horace would need some looking after. According to

population between 1970 and 1985 than it had for the entire

family legend, she chose George Edna Hooten, once a teacher of

first

her oldest daughter Mary Ellen, to be his second wife. The two

manufacturing had exploded by 15 times over the same time

were married in 1983.

period. The 1980s were marked by the advent of two major

George Edna was from East Texas, and she and Horace divided

research consortiums—the Microelectronics and Computer

their time between an apartment in Austin and George Edna's

Technology Corporation (MCC) and Sematech, which put Austin

home in Hughes Springs. Unfortunately, their happiness in a

on

late-life marriage was short-lived. Horace was hit hard by

development. (Both consortia are now defunct.)
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The construction of the Sterzing plant. In the top photo, Sonny
oversees the move of the scanner.

Likewise, the future of the engraving and lithography trade lay
in digitization. It was another sea change. In the first decades of
Wallace Engraving, the employees learned the business
together, older people passing down lore to their apprentices.
Most of the employees came from Austin and learned on the job.
Now, the work called for better-educated employees ready to
move into the future with the use of computers.
The time had come once again to broaden the scope of the
business to meet the needs of a world that was growing more
highly technical, computerized, and complex by the day.

Rob Wallace
I began full-time work at the company in 1985 and took a more
active role in learning the new ways to really crank out the
color separations. It was important to know how the old craft
was done first, so I spent time at the black & white camera
making halftones and learning about lighting and exposure.
Next I learned the complex art of shooting color separations on
a horizontal color camera. This required numerous steps that
took several hours and was surely a craft. A good operator
could get two separations done in an eight-hour shift.
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I finally started learning how to operate the state of the art

since the Hike-and-Bike trail was just right there. We would

Crosfield drum scanners and was able to produce upwards of

run three to five miles and then grab a six-pack of Anheuser-

60 color separations in my 10-hour shifts. This was the fun

Busch Natural Light tall boys to quench our thirst. Biking was

part of the business where we got to use the “high end”

big at the time and many of us would hit the greenbelt on our

equipment.

mountain bikes as well.

It was also fun to take binoculars and eat lunch in my car at

We worked hard and played hard but always came back for

Butler Field on Toomey Road.

Someone had turned some

more. Since I was proficient in many of the production

parakeets loose and they were building large nests on top of

techniques and got along well with clients, I became a working

the lights there. We liked to go next door to Shady Grove BBQ

night supervisor. This was a fun and productive time in the

and get lunch or an ice cream from the freezer. They had

industry and we were doing quite well!
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Bruce's Fried Pies as well that were really good! Chuy’s got
their start there in 1982 and we had many meals and Happy
Hours there. I would always take a client over there to wait on
proofs if we were running behind.
Next on my agenda was learning more about the stripping
department that took the final, approved color and combined it
with the art and type to produce a final set of negatives (along
with proofs) that would go to the printer who would be
printing the product. This was during a time the industry was
transitioning from creating masks manually to using CADtype equipment to make them in an automated way. I went to
school in Chicago to learn how to use our Gerber AutoPrep
station that greatly increased our productivity.
Austin was large but seemed small and friendly during those
days. Most of the businesses and clients were well established
and friends of the family. The roads were busy but not at all
hours like they are now. I remember our production manager
loved to run after work and I started running with him to burn
off steam and stay in shape. Many others exercised as well
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Creative Destruction

David Porter retouching the famed image of Ann Richards on a motorcycle
for Texas Monthly. 1992 Austin American-Statesman photo.

The digital revolution in the photoengraving and prepress trade

Engraving did essentially the same work that Horace Wallace,

began in the 1960s. Electronic equipment was invented that

Sr. had apprenticed for in the 1920s. The average person or

could engrave halftones directly onto printing plates. By the end

company lacked the capability to design a publication and create

of the decade, equipment included CRT screens that allowed

the materials necessary to print it, and Wallace Engraving

operators to enter text using a keyboard and output it directly,

existed to fulfill this need.

eliminating the need for metal slugs of type. New scanners

Each page had to be carefully designed and all of the elements

allowed shops like Wallace Engraving to scan illustrations and

scanned or photographed and pasted up into a "mechanical"—a

photographs in full color and manipulate them entirely by

pasteup on a sheet of paperboard, with instructions for the

electronic means.

printer attached on a clear overlay. For all the electronic

The pace of technological innovation continued through the

advances, the tools of the trade remained X-acto knives,

early 1980s, greatly expanding the possibilities of what was

technical pens, non-repro blue pencils, and airbrushes. Each

possible in the prepress trade, particularly in the use of color.

step required a fine eye for detail and precision, and was

But for all the improvements in quality and efficiency, Wallace

handled by skilled, expert technicians. Once the customer
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signed off on each page, and any changes were carefully pasted
in, the "camera ready art" was used to create the printing plates
and produce the final publication.
All of that changed in 1984. For the Apple Macintosh was more
than revolutionary. It was an earthquake.
The Apple Macintosh was not the first personal computer.
Models like the Commodore and the Osborne 1 (which
contained WordStar, the first word processor) had been
trickling into the hobbyist market for several years. But the
Macintosh was the first to offer a powerful, mouse-controlled
graphical user interface with a "reasonable" price tag ($2490, or
almost $6000 in today's money). More importantly, it was
paired with what would later be called a "killer app."
Aldus Pagemaker was a dagger aimed right at the heart of the
prepress world. It was the first-ever "desktop publishing"
application. Pagemaker enabled anyone to import text,
illustrations, and photographs, arrange them in a pleasing
layout, and print them out or send them to a print shop,
bypassing the expertise of the entire prepress trade.
The Macintosh and Pagemaker set off a cascade of events that
would devour the traditional business of typesetting,
photoengraving, and lithography. Within a few years, more
powerful Macs and IBM PCs were running a host of new

1992 Austin American-Statesman photo.

programs, including Ventura Publisher, Quark Xpress, Corel
Draw, and Adobe Illustrator. 1991 saw the introduction of
Adobe Photoshop with support for color separations.
Organizations that once spent thousands of dollars a year on
prepress services could now bring it all in-house for the cost of
equipment and an operator. Within 10 years, this technological
earthquake led to the virtual disappearance of the traditional
prepress trade.
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Chapter 6
A Job Well Done

The Wallace Engraving board and officers, early 1990s. Standing: Bob
Vallilee, Otis Singletary, A.G. Ainsworth, John McPhaul, Sonny

Wallace. Seated: Jennifer Brookins, J.B. Bell

Looking back on the late eighties and early nineties, Sonny Wallace recalled that it was all about the rise of the equipment.
"Pre-production had gone from being a craft to being a science. And as the technology changed, the machinery ran the
engine. My goal was to find the top level of equipment available."
The truth was that an unstoppable technological revolution was underway. It is interesting to reflect that Horace Wallace, Sr.,
born in the age of the horse and buggy, apprenticed into the engraving trade as a teenager in the 1920s, when it was shifting
from handwork to the industrial age of machines and chemical processes. Horace handed off control of the business to Sonny
in the year that Apollo 11 landed on the moon—perhaps the ultimate achievement of the age of the machine.
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Jennifer Wallace Brookins

We were lucky to be part of Austin when it was growing and
we had little direct competition within the city. One year to
celebrate and acknowledge our customer base, we had a

Dad and I all served as president of the SWPA over the years. I

customer appreciation event at what is now the Renaissance

was proud to be the first female president of the group in

Hotel in the Arboretum. Our entertainment was a skit called

1988-89. My husband Mike and I were able to represent the

“Great Separations” by the local favorite comedy team Esther’s

association at the International Prepress Convention in

Follies.

Toronto, Canada in October 1989.

We met with the performers to give them an idea of what our

Papa, Dad, and I all were members of the Rotary International

industry was about and they created a spoof highlighting

Club representing the engraving profession. Our parents

various Great Separations throughout history. The guests were

taught us the role of generosity, philanthropy and helping

delighted with their funny play about such separations as

others while giving back and participating in community

Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton, the parting of the Red

service.
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Sea, the “Cross your Heart Bra” known to “Lift and Separate,"
the Pyrenees Mountains that separate Spain and France and

Rob Wallace

of course the Great Color Separations by Wallace Engraving
Company.

We enjoyed great relationships with many loyal clients over
the years. Just about all of the printers in the area bought

Dad was great at building relationships with the employees,

separations from us, as did many of the artists and advertising

vendors, and customers, with a great understanding of the

agencies of the day. Technology was changing rapidly and we

value of all of these groups. He had a real knack for a vision for

were keeping up with it.

the future and having the personnel to help carry out the work.

“analog” to “digital” as fast as the new technology came out.

The company was a member of the Southwest Prepress

Our vendors (Kodak, DuPont, 3M, Agfa, Hoechst Celanese, to

Association (SWPA) that was made up of other prepress

name a few) were always eager to help us sell our products

companies in Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma. We gathered

along with theirs and would assist with putting on customer

each year for an annual convention and also joined with the

appreciation parties. We would have seminars showcasing

Southeast Prepress Association for two conventions at Point

new technology with great attendance and participation from

Clear, Alabama in the late eighties and early nineties. Papa,

the community.
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We were transitioning from the

Sunny Wallace Casarez

Sonny embraced the computerized new wave and took the
business to new heights of success and excellence. His children
would remember his skill at dreaming up new plans to diversify

Nonnie and Papa [Hazel and Horace] and Mom and Dad were

the company and in directing others to effectively execute the

always involved in the community. Dad was on several Boards

plans. But though no one fully realized it at the time, the

of Directors to assist with their business models. He made life-

industrial age was being overtaken by a new revolution. The age

long friends and earned the respect of many varied groups. He

of information was about to change more than just equipment.

and Mom were wonderful hosts in their homes and other

It would change everything.

venues for countless people from all over the world.

The late eighties were a highly enjoyable time of life for Sonny

Rotary was big. Some of Dad’s favorite early memories were

and the Wallace family. In 1989, Sonny and Virginia purchased

of traveling with his family in the 1930s and '40s to Rotary

a beautiful home at 2706 Valley Springs, with a view of the lake.

conventions. Papa and Dad were both Paul Harris fellows [one

There they celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary with a

of the highest honors in Rotary].

party for 275 friends. Sonny was active in the Austin Chamber
Music Society and the Center for Attitudinal Healing, an

It was a time to seize the day, to hunt, fish, golf, and play cards

organization that assisted terminally ill children and their

and dominoes, all with the same competitiveness that had made

families. In addition to the Southwest Prepress Association, he

Wallace Engraving a success. One of the most memorable family

was a member of Rotary, the Austin Country Club, and the

moments came in 1990, when Sonny and Virginia joined their

Headliners Club.

long-time friends, land developer John McPhaul and his wife
Mary Ann, and took their children and grandchildren on a
rafting trip down the Middle Fork of the Salmon River in Idaho.

In the year 1989

Twenty-five years later it remained a rich memory, full of stories
about sleeping in tents, shooting the rapids, and enjoying the

President: George H.W. Bush

gourmet meals prepared by the river guides and eaten under the

Major news stories: Berlin Wall falls; Tiananmen Square

western skies.

Top of the pops: Madonna; Garth Brooks; Phil Collins
At the movies: Batman; When Harry Met Sally
On the tube: The Simpsons; Seinfeld
People were crazy about: Nintendo Game Boy
Austin population: 466,499
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Jennifer Wallace Brookins

Dad was all business when at work. But one year at our
annual Christmas party at the Barr Mansion Dad tricked us
and hired a crazy waiter to serve tables. The “waiter” was
obnoxious, rude to our directors and employees, and pretended
to be drunk! We didn’t know Dad was in on the joke on us. We
were totally embarrassed and had to tell the event facility
managers to get rid of the guy. I volunteered to wait tables to
replace him! Everyone laughed and was relieved there was an
explanation at the end when the joke was revealed!
As the company grew, we experienced growing pains. There
were often conflicts between sales and production capabilities.
At some point we brought in a board of directors with Otis
Singletary, A.G. Ainsworth, and John McPhaul. They provided
an outsider’s viewpoint and direction for the company. The
officers were Bob Vallilee, J.B. Bell and me. Dad was Chairman
of the Board. Travis Lawson was the head of our Waco plant.
We had many dedicated, loyal employees who made a real
difference in the success of the company.
As technology improved, our services to customers increased
as well. Altering photographs was a new thing with the
availability of such equipment as the scanners and Photoshop
capabilities. I remember the Texas Monthly cover replacing
Ann Richards' head on the model of a woman riding a
motorcycle. But technological advances ultimately meant the
decline in the business as customers were able to do their own
scanning and retouching.
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presidency, posing on a Harley-Davidson motorcycle. When an
actual photo shoot failed to materialize, Wallace Engraving
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helped create it. As Stout recalled, "I have a vivid memory of
looking at the printer's proof of that cover and thinking it was
the perfect cover for that particular moment in Texas."
A sea change was overtaking the color separations business. In
1991, 85% of the customers of Wallace Engraving still pasted up
their layouts on mechanical boards using Exacto knives and T-
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squares. In 1992, the percentage was just 15%.
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As Bob Vallilee, by this time president of the company, noted,
"Somebody can go out and buy a Macintosh and a film plotter
and actually produce color to be printed." In response, the
company ordered over one million dollars in new computer
equipment. The production crew faced the necessity of learning
new skills or seeing their jobs phased out.

1992 Austin American-Statesman photo.

In 1991, Sonny made plans again to expand the business. He
bought a property at 4120 Commercial Center Drive, near Ben
White Boulevard and began construction of a new, 17,000square foot facility. At the same time, he purchased M&L
Typesetting to diversify the business into a full-service prepress
shop.
In 1992, Wallace's shop was the expertise behind one of the
most iconic magazine covers ever created. D.J. Stout, the art
director for Texas Monthly, conceived the idea of Governor Ann
Richards, then at the height of buzz about making a run at the
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Rob Wallace

Dad has always been a dreamer and planner and would seize
on an opportunity if he thought he could make money on it.
His knowledge and timing allowed him to make some great
business decisions, though not all of them made money.
Timing is everything and he seemed to have a knack for it.
He spent much time at work but would take off and have fun
frequently. He played golf with clients and vendors, and went
on hunting and fishing trips with them as well. Real estate has

always been a good investment in his mind so he would buy

Even as Wallace Engraving moved into the new facilities on

some property that we could enjoy for a while, then turn

Commercial Center Drive, they faced financial problems. "The

around and sell it when the price was right. Buying the land

lifespan of the equipment has been shortening," Vallilee said. It

and having the business pay him rent for use was a good

was an understatement. Wallace had invested millions of dollars

strategy.

over a decade's time to meet the demand for computer design
and color separations and was facing the end of film entirely.

The Sterzing buildings were busting at the seams when we

The future was computer files sent directly to the client and the

moved out in 1992 to the Southeast Commercial Building on

printer on computer disk or by modem.

4120 Commercial Center Drive.

As Valilee noted, the layout staff had been reduced from 20 to

Dad had purchased the building in 1991 and immediately

12, and it was difficult to retrain the remaining long-time

starting planning on the remodel and how to lay things out.

employees: "We're finding computer geniuses are much more

We were moving from roughly 10,000 square feet into 17,000

valuable." To save money, the company skimped on filling

feet with room to expand on either side of us.

vacant positions, cut salaries, and began deferring purchases of

Numerous

meetings were held to plan the remodel and move. We had an

non-essential equipment.

extended area of raised flooring where we could run cables and

Wallace Engraving was still a valuable corporate entity. In 1994,

power under the floor to have a clean installation with all of

it took in five million dollars. Sixty employees served some 500

our equipment. When finished, we had a “showcase” building

clients. But for Sonny, now 64 years old, the fun and challenge

with all new technology and threw a big party announcing our

of earlier years seemed best handed off to younger people who,

grand reopening.

as he said, had the "fire in the belly."

The building was roughly an “L” shaped single story red brick

Daughter Jennifer Brookins and son Rob Wallace had helped

with plenty of windows on the front side and dock doors on the

bring the company into the computer age. But having grown up

back. We shared the building with Lanier Office Systems and

with full knowledge of the all-consuming demands of running

Trade Graphic Services. There were agricultural fields on all

the business, neither wanted to take over the company. That

sides at that time and we watched many tilt wall buildings

being the case, Sonny made the decision to sell Wallace

coming up around us in the 5 years we were located there. I

Engraving to Vallilee and general manager Spencer Carlton. The

remember watching deer running through the fields and wild

Wallace family retained ownership of the building.

turkeys coming up to our windows. A lot changed from 1992 to
1997 in that area.
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Sunny Wallace Casarez

printing community—businesses which had grown and changed

July 1, 1994 was a great day for all the family, especially Mom

when it all began.

and Dad. The business was finally sold to Spencer Carlton and

Bill Hart of Hart Graphics called Sonny "a very outstanding

[granddaughter] Kaleigh M. Wallace was born that same day!

contributor as a vendor to printers here in Austin. A good many

Dad could spend more time being a rancher out in Blanco—

printers don't have the in-house, pre-press capabilities that he

something he really loved.

offered. Sonny brought that business into today's world. He was

My parents set an example of an honest, successful, well-

one of a few Austin graphics people who was able to expand his

respected family business.

There were mistakes and losses

base to businesses outside of Austin." Johnny Jones of Whitley

along the way, but through his example, my father taught us

Printing went even further. "Sonny initiated the pre-press

certain values: show up, do your best, be honest, work hard,

business as we know it today. He began to push that area of

respect others and yourself, and represent the Wallace family!

business because it was the coming area. He's done a great job."

Learn to budget, manage money and know the difference

For Sonny it was a time to praise employees, family, and friends.

between want and need. But it was not all work—he knew how

"You can't build a church for Easter," he philosophized, "but

to play, and enjoy life.

that's exactly what we needed to do when our customers had a

alongside Wallace Engraving in a city unrecognizable from 1932,

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

short turnaround time." Good service, responsiveness to

Rob Wallace

customer deadlines, and a determination to stay up with
technology were the company's hallmarks for over six decades.

Dad taught us, do your best, and do it right. If something is

He would always think in terms of the high quality color

worth doing, it is worth doing right. Some gambles are worth

separations that had been his bread and butter. "Although it was

it! Take care of your work first and there will be plenty of time

four pieces of film that we delivered, it was the service behind

to play.

the delivery that was the most important."

Take pride in your work was a big one, and don’t promise

With his board members, he was even more frank. "There is

more than you can deliver.

really no way I can put into words how much your help has
meant, but I'm sure as hell gonna try! … What you've really done

The

International

Prepress

Association

marked

Sonny's

is help me close the door and turn out the lights on this part of

retirement by granting him a lifetime membership in the

my life so I can move on to 'what's next' without worrying about

International Prepress Association. But even more meaningful

payrolls, personnel, customers, and all that other bullshit that

were the tributes of members of the small and close-knit Austin

we've worried about for the last 40 years. Thanks!"
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Just one year later, Whitley bought the company. With the merger, the name of Wallace Engraving was no more, though its legacy lives
on in the Whitley Group, where Rob Wallace and others from the "good old days" still work in the field of high-quality commercial
printing.
As for Sonny, he had moved on. As daughter Terry put it, her parents' dream had always been a simple one: to provide for the family.
"And that came true."

Jennifer Wallace Brookins

Growing up, the company was the lifeblood of our family. I’m proud that the success of the company led to financial security for the
family. Dad says we have the “Best Family Ever." I’m happy he is proud of his legacy.
Sonny Wallace lived his later years to the fullest. Here was a man who was always busy. A man who tried many things, who made money
and lost money, and who liked to direct himself and others. Above all, he took care of himself and his family, and knew when to stick
with it and when to move on. He always would.

The former Wallace Engraving plant on Sterzing was demolished in
2011 to make way for additional parking for Chuy's restaurant. Rob
Wallace, Sunny Wallace Casarez, and Jennifer Wallace Brookins.

The "best family," Christmas Eve 2015.
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Virginia and Sonny Wallace, 2014.
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